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CHAPTER I

DESCRIPTI N OF THE STUDY



DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

many forms of non-traditional study that have appeared

Jo lust few years, courses designed around national television

series are quite prominent. Yet they are not very well under-

stood. Thc prominence comes in part from the high profile of the

television series themselves. Everyone has heard of The A4cent o6

Man, Ctaz,54.c Theatlie: The Humani,,tie/s in Dkama, mnd The Adams

Chkonicte,s because they were series aired nationwide over public

television stations with national promotion. But the arrangements

that constitute a college-level course around eaCh of these series

remain somewhat confusing even for the hundreds of higher education

institutions granting students credit for taking the courses. The

lack of comprehensive studies on these courses contributes to the

general lack of understanding of what they are and how they work.

This monograph reports the findings from one research project

which sought to uncover the patterns of utilization of the course

designed around the nationally-broadcast television series,

Ct1,s6ic Theatte: The Humakulti.eis in DArtma. Funded by a grant

from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the project sought

mnswers to the question of whether the course was effective,

specifically looking at television as a means oE providing students

asier access to humanities instruction.

The most novel aspect of the Classic Theatre course was the
4

process of delivea of the course to higher education institutions

and local television stations and through them to the students

themselves. The opportunity for drama and literature students to

view plays and not just read them was also unique. Evaluation of
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tuiese ciciiiciits of thc course wa.: emphasized.

The investigation began in November, 1975, while the series

ai ed. A series of questionnaires was sont to administrators,

faculty members and students in March and April, 1976, and site

visits were conducted in April and May. Because of the extensive

amount of information collected, data compilation and analysis

continued into September.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

hi the fall of 1975, the Public Broadcasting Set ice aired a

spectacular series over almost all PBS stations. Ctous6ic Theatke

and Ciccsic Theatke Pkeview: The Humanits in Dkama consisted of

thirteen 17th, 18th and 19th Century full-length plays plus a

thirty-minute preview for each drama. Included were such well-

known plays as Macbeth, The (tq.Ed Ouch., and M44 WcAltEn',S

P.cwn, and two original screenplays, PakadCse Re/stoked and

Caildid. The plays were originally produced by the British

Broadcasting Corporation and presented to American viewers by

WGBH-TV in Boston. WOH also conceived and produced the Cea46 c

Theatke Pkeviewo with funds provided by the National Endowment for

the Humaulties. The purchase of the dramas themselves was funded

by grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities and from

the Mobil Oil Corporation.

The nunber of large organizations involved made this a complex

and ambitious series even before educational institutions were

added to shape the educational materials. The two higher education

institutions were the University Extension at the University of

California, San Diego and the Coast Community College District

(CostaMesa, California). Working with WGBH; Little, Brown and

Company (publishers of the course texts);and PBS, Coast and LICSD

designed a college-level course around the Series, promoted it to

two-year and four-year colleges and universities, and coordinated



the delivery of course components.

The Classic Theatre course has three goals for students:

1. Understand the social and historical backgrounds of the 17 h,
18th, and lfth Century European dramu.

2. Understand the origins, form and literary importuico of the
classic works, leading to the viewing and enjoyment of the
plays themselves.

3. Learn some technique5 of interpretation, analysis and
criticism of drama.

On the surface these goals are not especially urrique or

n i-traditional. The unusual component of this course is revealed

in the phrase "leading to the viewing and enjoyment of the plays

themselves". Pew traditional drana or literature courses offer the

student the opportunity to view the plays being studied. Thus, the

important quality of this course is that the student is a viewer

of plays, not just a reader.

To achieve the course goals, students relied on the following

materials:

lqays

The plays wore chosen for their e_feetiv ness on television as

well as their significance in the history of theatre. They

varied from 1-1/2 to 2-1/2 hours in length. The plays in order

of broadcast we_ Macbeth, Edwand the Seaond, The Vuche44 o6

MatAL, Patadisc Rote/Led, She Stoop6 to ConqueA, Candide, The

Rixat4, The Wd Duck, HaddA Gabtet, Ttetruelly e the "Weas", The

Thtee Si,stelo, The Piayboy o6 tie We teith Wort d and Mk6 Watten'is

eviews

-ceding each play was a thirty-nil-nit° introduction to the play.

Each preview was produced by WGBH-TV, Boston, and featured an

eminent scholar who commented upon the play, offered interpretations

of play and playwright, and discussed the performance- with meMbers

of the cast.



Anthology. of Pi4ysr Cfa6,stc neatke: The Fhima tLtie i Vkama

An attractively hound volume that included not only the texts of

the plays but also informative introductory essays and illustra-

tions for oacli play.

Book of Readings Nn Sc tpt to Rkoductilen
_

The essays in this text were drawn together by :Jonathan Sav,1_

Associate Professor of Literature at the University of California,

San Diego, after discussions with the editors of the anthology-,

production staff at WGBH, and after viewing of the productions

themselves.

Study_Guide Pq'azinmc Notin a -d Pk- Tatingo

Authored by Dr. Henry Goodman, rofessor of Theatre Ar'- at the

University of California, Los Angeles, the study guide was seen by

the coUrn designers as the crucial component for independent-

study students because it directed them in how to view the plays,

integrate the various course components, and study for the course.

Et contained the specific instructional objectJves and assignMents

for each unit.

The hooks- cre available as a "shr' -wrap" package with a

suggested sale price of 19.95.

Material was also produced to assist the colleges in offering

the course. Each college participating in the project received

an Academic and Administrative Support Package that contained a

bani( of test questions based on the course objectives, a faculty

IrianaLli, recommendations for administration of instructional tele-

vision courses, and promotional materials designed for local

adaptation aRd use.

Tir short, the course was designed as a complex and complete

learning system to be adopted by higher education institutions for

use prnnarily by the at-home student. It was also designed to be

flexible so that it could be offered as a correspondence,

independent study, or on-campus course, at the lower division or

1 0



upper division 1r.v and from academic perspectives such as

theatre ar

merits.

Li or interdisciplinary humanities &vat-I

Alkl riff

The Classic Theat re research vojlect sought to evaluate the

effectiveness of the television course as a way to provide access

to humanities materials. The research design called for evaluating

the effectiveness of the Classic Theatre course in terms of:

1. The attitude
prescribed 1,

and four-year

rd and utilization of course materials and
by participating institutions (two-year

The response to the course by students and the extent to
which the COUTSC reached a population not previously involved
in higher education.

Indications from both schools and students of further inter
in this mode of humanities presentation. This two-pronged
inquiry was prompted by the understanding that for a course
such as Classic Theatre to be utilized at all it had to be
subscribed to by institutional personnel as-we-1 as students.

Information relevant to the researdi questiens was gathered

in the following ways:

1. Distribution of a general questionnaire to all admi
involved with offering a Classic Theatre course.

2. Distribution of an in-depth questionnaire to selected fac it--
facilitators and administrators.

3. Site visits to seven institutions to gather mor n-depth
information about the school, the community, and the students.

4. Distribution of a questionnaire to a selected saimple of
students seeking their reactionsto the various course
components, the administration of the course (including local
student support services, scheduling, etc.), and basic
information about the students such as age, education, and
study habits.

From the student information gathered, we hoped to shed light

on such questions as: Who were the students? What was their

background in such subjects as literature and drama? Why did

o r s

Ii
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ear( 11 in the course? Has ther

SU ects been offectel by this

of any now student pOpUlatiORS

NW1 hinds of course promotion

reaching st Ililent s?

in the study of humanities

course? What are the characteristics

that the CG-1,ITSC may have reached?

and publicity were most effective in

Copies of the Cour quest loirnaires used in this study are

includod in Appendices A through D. Questionnaire 01 was used as a

basic information instrTment and was sent ln November, 1975, to the

major contact person at all institutions offering the course. As

can be seen in Figure 1.1, 153 or 56% of the contacts returned the

questimulaire and 96 agreed to participate in the more in-depth

study. We have no ready explanation for the higher degree of both

interest and participation among representatives of four-year

institutions At least twenty schools did not participate in the

study because low enrollment forced closing the class.

tILESIDC)NNA1RE *1 RETURNS

Total Number
of School5
Offering
the Course

Total Nuriher

of Q..testiomnaires

Returned

Willing
Participa

Research P

to

e in
Not

To '{ear 1 treiL tut ions

1ruti

1 55

1_22

7o (49%)

77 (63%)

26 1)

55 (.451)

(22%)

22 (18i)

153 ( _ 96 57

,,Jt ta( participating in parentheses)

Faculty members and adninistrators at the 96 two- and four-

year institutions willing to cooperate further were mailed more

detailed questionnaires in Mhrch and April, 1976. The 1554 students

enrolled in the courses offered at twenty-four institutions were

sent copies of the student questionnaire in March and April. To

1 2



Fig. 1. 2

-YEAR INSTITUTIONS STUDIED N IJETU

Two-Year Institut ions

Bunker Hill Connunity College (Massachusetts)
Central Piedmont Community College (North Car lina)
Chicago City-Wide College (Illinois)
Hillsborough Community College (Florida)
Imperial Valley Coirununity College (CaliForn a
Kingsborough Community College (New York)

Lansing Community Col lege (Michigan)

Maricepa County Community College Arizona)

Merritt College (Californ a)
Dade Commun ity tbliego (Florida)

Nassau Conununity College (Now Yo

Northern Virginia Community College
Rio Hondo College 1Ctl i fornia)
University of Minnesota 'rechnical College

Ar i,zo

11 ino

Pepper

Souther

Fou

University
-e i

le Uni versi ty
Connecticut S

lrp, tut ions

University of
University of
University of
Univers i ty

Uni versi ty

Wes t I,i1xrt

Ca 1 Forn

lawai i

Minnesota

North Flor,
V irginiAt

tit() (West

at Normal

i rorni a)

College

at Davis

Virginia)

13
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protect the stuknts' right of privacy, most schools could not
provide students' names lu-id addresses to us the administrators
were asked to send the questiormaires to their students. They

were supplied with questionnaires, envelopes and postage as well
as addressed, postage-paid envelopes Eor returning completed
questionnaires. The 24 institutions chosen are listed in Figure 1 2
and a copy of the Student Questionnaire is provided in Appendix D.

Figure 1.3 lists the four data gathering devices used, the
Hurd) tires tionnai rcs sent in each category and the response
rates in raw figures and per cents.

Quest tonvil re

t-;:uest.: lama tre

kzuost tonnal re

uest tor utai re

Fig. 1.3

_RA1171.1 10 Q1111S7 10.V11. I RES

Returned4 Nailed

01 - 75 153 (SW
4 96 25 (29%)
43 - Faculty 96 45 (479)
44 Student 1 , S 54 357 (3bi)

The student esponse rate va -Led widely between institutions

iroum a high of I at the University of California at Davis to a

low of 14°., at Rio Hondo Community College (See Appendix E for the
total course enrollment at each of the 24 inst tutions and the
number or questiolulaires returned.) Thus, the student sample was
a sell-selected group of those interested enouel to return a
Loostionnai re three months after the course had ended.

The sample or administrators and faculty respondi to the

in -depth goes ti onn a i Fes was also a sel 1- selected group. The low

number of respoases to the administrotive questionnaire seems to
he dm. t
only 111(11 VI am wi th any s i gni f i cant i Ivement with course

thnt in many cases the 1-,!iollty member was the

1 I



arrangements. Fifty-six or 59% of the 96 institutions queried

responded to one or the other of the faculty and admdnistrator

questionnaires however.

Because there were so many variables that could affect the

succ of the many Classic Theatre courses offered around the

nation, this research project also included seven site visits by

project staff members. A day was spent with all personnel on each

campus who were involved in the course from presidents to deans of

instruction, deans of extension, promotion staff, faculty and

division/department Chairpersons. The site visits provided a

wealth of detailed information about such things as the original

decision to offer the course, promtional efforts, faculty and

administrative attitudes, relations with the local public television

stations and local decision-making with respect to course options

and course design.

DESCRIPTION AND LINITArIONS OF TEE DIA1A GATHERED

Ueneraliations based on the data from this project must be under-

stood in light of methodological limitations. The student sample

was intended to be broadly representative of the more than 10,000

people who took the course nationwide. The 558 students who returned

the quostionnai-e were enrolled in 24 _)ecially selected colleges and

universities across the country. Fourteen of these were two-year

and ten were four-y ar institutions. They WeTO spread across all

parts of the country and served urban, suburban, and rural popula-

tions. Some of these institutions such as the Chicago City-Wide

College, the University of Hawaii, and Miami-Dade Community College,

have extensive experience and resources for offering extension and

television courses. However, most had little or no previous

experience with television courses and were consciously experiment-

ing with the Classic Theatre series (This experimental attitude

in part accounted fc.)r the high level of interest, responsiveness

15
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and cooperation which we foTQlci to be characteristic of so many of_

the schools participating in this study.)

We cohsciously introduced another bias in the selecticn of

these 24 institutions. We chose schools who gave some indication,

through their response to the initial questionnaire, of having made

a conscientious effort to make the course known to potential

students, and to provide administrative and academic support

rvices to enrolled students. Due largely, perhaps, to the lack

of lead time available to institutions to set up such services

prior to the broadcast of the plays, many of the 256 institutions

offering the course were remiss in this respect. It was our view

that a study of schools who exhibited a certain degree of prepara-

tion (e.g., use of the administrative and academic support package,

some form of public notice or promotion of the existence of the

course, and the provision of some mechanism for answering student

inquiries prior to and during the course itself) would yield

information much more pertinent to the questions being addressed

in this study than a study which yielded "lack of preparation" as

a finding which colored its results. Put simply, we wanted to know

what works rather than what doesn't work.

Thus, student responses to the course most likely reflect

this selection bias: they -were enrolled in colleges which made

relatively more conscientious efforts in course activities than

many other institutions offering the Mune.

It also should be noted that most of the 558 questionnaires

that were returned were from students who had gmpleted the course.

Among the respondents, 88% indicated that they had finished the

course. This is an important bias to keep in mind since those Who

not too difficult, and offered at a time that was convenient for

their viewing. In future research projects, efforts should be

made to identify students or potential students who chose not to

1 6



enroll or who dropped out part way through the course to find out

their reasons for not enrolling or dropping out. Now we can only

speculate about the student who could have been but was not

served by this course.

In summary, the findings in this monograph can be listed under

the following headings:

1. Case studies at seven institutions.

2. Profiles and opinions of the 558 students taking a Classic
Theatre course in 24 institutions,which enrolled a total of
1,554 students.

3. Profiles and opinions of the faculty members and administrators
who volurteered to answer the more in-depth questionnaires.

4. Information on the requirements and activities of local Classic
Theatre courses.

The site visits have been presented as case studies and

appear first in the report because they provide a total picture

of local utilization and may have more validity than generaliza-

tions based on the larger samples. Also, they provide a useful

reference point for showing the ranges of variations from average

figures.

17
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CASE STUDIES
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CASE t3TUD I ES

Seven schools were chosen to be sites of in-depth study and

analysis for this research project: Illinois State Universi y,

West Liberty State College (West Virginia), Merritt College

(California), Pepperdine University (California), University of

Virginia (Falls Church Regional Center) Lansing Community College

(Michigan), and the Chicago City-Wide College. The Classic

Theatre courses offered at these institutions exhibited great

variations of requirements, enrollments, administration, and

faculty roles. The following reports of those site visi _

demonstrate the difficulty of making generalizations abotit the use

of and reactions to the Classic Theatre course across the country

and in all institutions on the basis of nationally averaged

statistics.

Ci
13



ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY

NORMAL, ILLINOIS

Illinois State University at Normal was selected to be studied in

this project for several reasons: It was a fairly large public

university and the course was offered at the undergraduate as well

as graduate level through the Division of Contiming Education.

While the school had not offered a television course for credit

since the late 1940's, the enrollment of 85 in Classic Theatre was

considered relatively large. Also, the course INAS offered to a

large rural geographic area and had no requirement for campus

attendance at any time.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

There were two courses offered at ISU, an undergraduate course

which had an initial enrollment of 55, and a graduate course which

had an initial enrollment of 30. Both were ofTered for three

semester hours credit and were advertised through the continuing

education division as well as through on-campus channels.

The instructor for both courses, DT. Robert Funk, chose not

to use the test bank provided in the administrative package but

substituted written assignments as the major device for evaluating

students' work in the course. Students were given the option of

writing three analytical papers on any three plays and he set

specific standards for what was to go into those papers. Dr. Funk

had an assistant who helped him grade the pepers and mail them back

to students. His role was mainly one of answering students'

questions, preparing all the written communications to students,

and making the final determination of the grade on the papers after

the reader had first gone through them.

Responsibilities for promotion of the course, ordering of

is
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books, hiring a faculty member, arrangement with local stations,

and registering of students was handled through the Division of

Continuing Education. Since this division is experienced in pro-

moting extension-type programs and reaching non-resident student

populations, promotional activities for this course were fairly

extensive and sophisticated. They included a brochure, public

service announcements on radio and television, special letters,

and press releases mailed out to local newspapers.

THE STUDENTS

The students who enrolled in the rwo ISU classes tended to be

somewhat older than full-time resident students. The undergraduate

class attracted students whose average age was 31 and the graduate

class attracted students whose average age was 38. There were

other differences between the students enrolled in the two classes.

In the graduate class, most students were full-time employed with

the largest single group being teachers. The undergraduate class

enrollees classified themselves primarily as students

Over all there were two times as many females enrolled in the

two courses as males. Over half had two or more years of college

courses behind them. About 74% of the students had not taken any

drama or literature courses before enrolling in this television

course. Of the reasons given for enrolling, many students respond-

ing to the questionnaire indicated they appreciated the convenience

of TV instruction, sought personal enrichment, and last, they needed

units. Over all they were very pleased with the course, and almost

all of the respondents said that they would recommend the course to

their family and friends if it were offered again. The combined

completion rate for the two courses was 69%.

;SPONSE TO THE COURSE

The instructor of :he VNO courses, Dr. Mink, -as generally very

2



favorable toward all course components and the process itself.

He was surprised at the amount of work required of him since he

was paid on an overload basis for the work. While he thought

that the books were all very nicely done, he questioned the use-

fulness of FKOM ScAipt to PftoductLon for undergraduate students.

assigned some readings and paper topics to graduate students

based on the Saville book. Dr. Funk indicated that he would

probably teach the course again and would make some changes the

way the COUTSC was handled, such as adding opportunities for

students to write their personal reactions to the plays.

He felt that students satisfactorily handled the correspondence

nature (DC the course. The students that he felt had the most

difficult time in the course were a few freshmen who registered in

it when they found that they were closed out of other campus

English courses. Some of these students apparently had very little

writing experience. It was very difficult for these students to

learn the style of writing through a correspondence course, and he

felt that a classroom situation definitely would have been better

for them. The rest of the students were well prepared to study

independently; their reasons for dropping out did net include

inability to handle the course. Thus, he did not feel that the

lack of oPportunity to have face-to-face contact with the students

was a crucial problem. While he missed this opportunity because

he said that this kind of thing always provides stimulation for the

teacher, he didn't feel that it was necessary for the students.

One student who supported this view said, "I am disciplined and

curious enough to work at my own pace toward a deadline for

correspondence work".

The students' report on the course content and the books was

equally favorable. Eighty-seven per cent of the students responding

to the questionnai e agreed that the three books used in the course

were integrated in a way that made meeting the course goals possible

17



and they rated each book highly. Even the study questions in the

study guide were praised by more than half of the respondents. The

students also felt that things like the broadcast times and mailing

communications from the faculty member were both convenient and

adequate and had few camplaints about the pace of the course. When

asked if they would take other courses in literature, drama or

theatre, whether televised or on campus, three-quarters of the

respondents said "yes".

The series seemed to attract people who had watched PBS

stations before, although most of them noted that it was an

infrequent viewing. Many commented that as a result cf taking this

course, they would increase their viewing of public television, as

well as their desire to see or read drama. In talking about how

her experience in the course changed her television viewing habits,

one student commented, "I watch now for coming plays on PBS. I am

more interested in plays than ever. I am less content with bad TV

programs after this course. I really got spoiled!"

Many students commented on the necessity of having a repeat of

the plays available. Since the television series was offered over

two stations in this area, the students had a wide range of options

for viewing the plays and the repeats.

ADMINISTRATIVE PDSITION

The administrators in the Division of Continuing Education responsible

for deciding to offer this course were oriented toward providing

support services for students and handling arrangements necessary

the course. They were generally very enthused with the results.

They are planning to offer other national television courses as they

become available, as well as repeat the Classic Theatre course. The

division has a good reputation, shown by the fact that continuing

education course credits are not distinguished from on-campus course

credits on studePtst transcript, nor is a student limited in the
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number of continuing education courses applicable toward a B.A.

degree.

The administrators were very complimentary about the coopera-

tion they received from the two PBS stations. This assistance

included on-the-air announcements of the course and a description

in one station's publication. Though several other schools in the

area offered Classic Theatre for cred t, no effort was made to

cooperate with those schools.

There were some administrative problems nonetheless. One was

the fact that the students who lived in college dormitories had

difficulty taking the course unless they had their own television

because none of the televisions in the doim had the cable hook-up

which enabled them to receive the broadcast. Thus, of the full-

time students who took the course, most lived in apartments in the

community. The administrators biggest complaint WAS that material

about the ODUTSC had not been sent to them with enough lead time to

do the kinds of promotion and work with the instructor that they

would normally like to do in offering this kind of a course.

CONCLUSION

Although opportunity for making comments critical of the course

and ISU's offering was given the instructor, students, and admini-

strators, few criticisms were uncovered in this study. Changes

will be made in various details of offering the course a second

time, but over all, this initial experiment in offering a TV

course through the Continuing Education Division wms considered a

success.

2 4
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WEST LIBERTY STATE COLLEGE

WEST LIBERTY, WEST VIRGINIA

West Liberty is a small, suburban, industrial town in the panhandle

area of West Virginia. West Liberty State College is a Dour-year

public institution which offers the B.A. Degree only and serves a

community of about 35,000. Its geographic situation is unique:

The panhandle is only 11 to 13 miles wide. Out-of-state tuiticn

($142.65, as opposed to $31 70 for in-state tuition for the Classic

Theatre cour_e ) must be charged to many individuals living vdthin

five miles of the college! State funding is based on nulters of

students enrolled, and enrollment has been falling off in recent

years. West Liberty State has an interest, therefore, in reathing

new students, and is currently experimenting with a number of

techniques to take education to the students, rather tham requiring

daytime campus attendance. These efforts include the use of tele-

vision as well as an external degree program known as the Board of

Regents Degree Program. Cbmpetition for college enrollment is keen

in the area, with six other institutions within 20 miles of West

Liberty State, and twelve within 50 miles. None of the competing

institutions, however, offered Classic Theatre at the tine of its

initial broadcast.

DESC IPTION OF THE COURSE

The Academic Coordinator of the Classic Theatre urse at Wes

Liberty State was Professor Robert Sykes, whose normal load includes

advanced composition and literature classes. He had no previous

experience with television courses and coordinated closely with

Dr. Lawrence Talley, who was coordinating a similarly structured

course, The klIcent o6 Man, concurrently with the Classic Theatre

offering.
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Classic Theatre was broadcast over stations WQED in Pittsburg

and WWVU in Morgantown, Channels 13 and 24, respectively, on

Thursdays at 9:00 p.m. Halfway through the series one of the two

stations began to offer repeat broadcasts on Saturdays. The

course drew 30 students, and 80% were off-campus. Three discussion

sections were held of approximately Wo and one-half hours each.

Professor Sykes commented that those sections were "Socratic",

characterized by heavy discussion among students. He noted that

there was a great esprit de corps among the group, with the best

students becoming resources rather than presenting a, threat to the

rest of the group. Often, after the formal sessions had ended, the

group moved over to the student union to continue informal discussion.

Professor Sykes felt that the better students read the plays,

the other readings, and then saw the play. Some of the students

did not see the plays; a greater number did not read them. Re added

that reading the play first aided the students in understanding

dialects and accents that Imre often difficult to discern otherwise.

Books were made generally available through the campus book-

store, although Professor Sykes personally delivered a set to one

student in Washington, Pennsylvania.

Examinations of the essay variety were take-home. Wen y

questions covering a broad spectrum of inquiry were presented to

the students a full month before the final exam date. Students

were to respond to seven of the twenty. This system was devised by

the students themselves.

Dr. Sykes handled many questions over the phone, and felt that

had been in contact with alnost all the students in this fashion

least once.

The

one or ----

THE STUDENTS

age of the students was 35. Forty-three per cent had

years of college aad another 36% had completed four
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years. L(venty-nine per cent a very high perm i!e sought

a ILA. or a U.S. as their fonnal educational goal. Females out-

numbered males nearly two to one, and about three-fourths were

employed Cull- or par -time. Most of the others characterized

themselves as "students".

The most frequently r(1 )o rtcd reason for en i oil ing iii C sic

Iheat re WaS "the conveni eflCO of televised i us wet ion, wiLh more

than 7 out or 10 offering that response, followed by "the need for

units" 57%), and "persoriLl enrichment" (36;)).

Twenty of the thirty Classic Theatre enrollees were concurrently

enrolled in Th A5ceitt Man course. Most of those 20 were involved

in the Regents Degree Program, West Liberty State's external degree

program.

Professor

mature adults. He noted that at first they were \rely hesi

express their own ideas, e.g., "This may sound very stupid, but..."

However, by the last discussion section they showed more confidence.

ch enthusiasm for workini, with

YTONST TO 111F COURSE

Student reaction was-favorable to all components of the Classic

Theatre course. One hundred per cent of those responding (N=14,

or 47% of total enrollment) felt that the three books used in the

course "were integrated in a way that made meeting the course

goals possible".

Least favored were the "Learning Objectives for Students"

component of Pug/tame Note4 and Ptomptingo and the broadcast

Previews. Some disagreement revolved around the usefulness of the

repeat broadcasts, with 57% strongly agreeing and 14% disagreeing

that these were helpful.

About three-quarters of the sample indica ed that the course

was no more difficult than other college courses, and 93% felt that

the pace of the course was satisfactory. Fifty-seven per cent
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indicated that the ret

sufficient, with 21 statin that they were insufficient and the

remainder giving no response.

Thirty-five pel cent of the sample felt the

w;s iu nn2asonable. One hundred per cent of those

that the Lake-home essly exmn was suitable, and

and 0IIC=Jflil f hour review sesions were

cost of the books

respond lug lolt

felt the grading

system was fair. All rcspoiidents indicatyd that independent

televised instruction was suited to their needs, and only 14%

missed the feedback and interact 1011 of comparable on-campus

courses..

Seventy-nine per cent would take other courses in literati

drmna, or theatre,

those subjects. A_

_le only half had previously taken courses in

respondents indicated an interest in taking

further television courses, which coincides with the most often

indicatetl reason for enrolling in Classic Theatre of the convenience

of televised inrtruction". All would recanmend the cours

or friends if it is offere

Professor Sykes rett that the ye-volume

to family

compondiun was a

valuable asset to the course, and expressed particular pleasure with

the hook of plays, which he stated was "useful, if not indispensable

to the, course". As rOMarked earlier, he felt that only the better

students made use of all the course components.

His reaction to the previews was that some were good, but in

others those interviewed seemed to he "stufty, affected, self-

important". He felt that the conversations with the actors were

the most valuable element, and he liked the way Joan Sullivan

"drew people out".

AEN INI TIVE P05 IT ION

For such a small school, West Liberty State made a significant

faculty/staff effort for the Classic Theatre course. Those parti-

cipating, in one Conn or another, in the local effort included the



liaAs Diree or, tle Director of Extended Degree

Proirams, and the facul y coordinator of The &scut o6 Man course,

in add ition to rrofessor Sykes, the faculty coordinator of the

Classic Theatre course.

The Media Resource lii rector was able to obtain the

scheduling of the shows and previews apparently against some

resistance from the stat ion. He was also able to obtain a special

cable drop to the Lainpils, in spite of the fact that West Liberty

dee-,n't receive a conventional cable service. A team which included

most of the above was assembled to travel to Pittsburg for an all-

day meeting with NED station officials, at which time they were

able to persuade the station to offer a repeat broadcast of the

series. A good rapport was established with the Pittsburg station,

and West Liberty State anticipates additional local efforts to

follow on this initial cooperative arrangement.

The College Relations Director took charge of the course

promotion, working with other faculty and staff to develop mailiirig

lists and create a brochure. Flyers were sent to aivone who had

taken external degree programs or extension programs, and to local

art or culture groups. More brochures were sent to high schools

and elementary schools, members of boards of education who advise

teachers on re-certification requirements, drama department

professors, and to four other colleges in the area for posting. An

advertisement and two news releases were picked up by a local news-

paper.

Sixty-four per cent of the students first found out about the

cou-se from a brochure, with the newspaper accounting for most of

the rest.

Dr. Sykos stated that most of his work was spent in correspon-

dence, mailing, and telephoning, though he also provided extensive,

well-conceived review sessions to his students.
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CONCLUSION

West Liberty State College's offering of the Classic Theatre

course was scored as a success by all involved parties if not

as a high enrollment course that would bring the benefit of added

tuition dollars at least as an effective course of instruction

tor an appreciate audience.

Dr. Robert Sykes's conclusion was that "TV has unlimited poten-

tial as a teaching device". He would like to see more courses made

available in this mode, and in fact the institution had already

agreed to offer The Adams Chnomictes and AmelLican Issue's FOAUM.

Although Dr. Sykes had no previous experience with television

courses, he has become involved in the West Virginia Committee for

Humanities and Public Policy) which is creating some statewide uses

of television for educational purposes.

The enthusiasm of the faculty and staff involved in the Classic

Theatre course could be envied by other institutions who would see

this mode of instruction succeed. The Regents Degree Program

offered a context and a form of ft_ ther support which greatly helped

the success of the course.
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MERRITT COLLEGE

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Merritt Co _lege is one of five colleges in the Peralta Community

College District located in Oakland, a city of over 361,600 residel

across the bay from San Francisco. The campus, serving 12,350

students, is in a residential district high in the hills overlooking

the downtown area. The Classic Theatre course organized by Merritt

College was offered to all district residents. As the college's

first television course and also representing a new effort to reach

new students, the course was an experiment for this two-year college

and for the whole district. The concern-for the success of the

course was shown by the willingness to send an instructor to visit

the Coast Community College District several months prior to air

time to view the plays and seek counsel on how to offer TV courses.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

The Classic Theatre course was offered at Merritt College for three

semester units. There was no course fee. Offered through the

English, inter-disciplinary studies and drama departments simulta-

neously, the initial enrollment for the class was 129. Thirty-six

students completed the questionnaire. About 57% or 74 students

ompleted the course, which is considered slightly lower than the

usual on-campus completion rate. The course was offered basically

as a correspondence, off-campus course, although there were two

optional on-campus sessions and the exams were held on campus. The

instructor fer the course handled all correspondence with the

students which covered procedural items such as reminders of the

dates of exams and changes in program schedules. The two optional

on-campus discussion sessions were located on Saturdays, with 64

students attending one time and 45 the other. These sessions mainly
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consisted of almost two hours of lecture by the faculty member

concluding with discuss

The college had no on-going communication with the broadcast-

ing station and this presented several problems for the course.

The public television station chose to show the plays just

once a week. The college administrators and faculty members

complained of the lack of cooperation from the station. They made

several attempts to inform the station of the existence of the

course as ,vell as to secure a final broadcasting schedule and found

themselves frustrated in almost every instance. According to the

division chainoan, "The local PBS station was not particularly

cooperative; they did not contribute to [course] promotional

activities at all." included in the scheduling problems were such

things as one play shown on Thanksgiving Day and not repeated.

Another play was re-scheduled without warning. After an extensive

amount of research, the instructor discovered that some students

did have the option of repeat broadcasts from other stations via

cable hook-up, but less than SO% of the students were able to take

advantage of this option.

College support for the faculty member to organize and run the

course was substantial. In addition to much psychological and

administrative support from the division chairman, the instructor,

Annette McComas, was given a one-half time assignment to teach

this course and was also provided with student and clerical assist-

ance for handling the extensive paper work and correspondence.

Additional responsibilities included office hours and lecture

preparation. In addition, she worked during the summer months with

the division chairman in planning promotional activities.

THE SiUDENTS

As is true of the students taking the Classic Theatre course at

four-year institutions, the students completing the Merritt

3 2
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College course were more mature than The typical on-campus student.

The accage student age was mid-thirties, and more than two-thirds

of Lhe students were employed full-time. Forty-four per cent of

the students who responded to the questionnaire had completed one

or two years of college, and an additional 36% of the students had

completed more than four years of college. The instructor felt that

the students who were able to complete the course had high reading

and independent study aHlities. Her assessment was that difficulty

with the reading assignments countod for at least one-third of the

drupouts in the course.

As was true with students on other campuses across the country,

the females outnumbered the males in this course four to one. For

92% of the respondents this was their first television course, and

for 78% of the students, their first course in drama or literature.

However, the students were not new viewers of public television;

over 75% of the respondents indicated that they had been

frequent viewers of public TV before enrolling in this course.

The satisfaction with the course by these who completed and

responded to this questionnaire was high. Over 90% would recommend

it to their family or friends if it were offered again and 86%

expressed the opinion that they would take another television course.

Furthenaore, the students seemed satisfied with the course as it was

organized by the college and also with the work of the faculty

member. TWo-thirds of the'students who responded to the question-

naire said they had attended on-campus review sessions. They tended

to rate the correspondence and instructions from the faculty member

quite highly and said that she was easy to reach and very helpful

in her suggestions.

RESPONSE TO THE CCIJRSE

Respondents also indicat d a high degree of satisfaction with the

course components. Ninety-four per cent felt that the books were

well integrated, the readings were helpful and that the study guide

:3,
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helped tie the course together. A smaller percentage, 67%, found

the previews helpful. The respondents indicated that they used all

the course components, Including the viewing of the plays, the

reading of the plays, the study guide, the previews and the'book of

readings.

An area of the course that came in for criticism was the method

of testing. Only half of the students felt that the testing pro-

cedures were suitable and a third found them not suitable. Fifty-

one rated the tests as fair while 19% said they were not fair.

There seemed to be an equal split between students regarding

the sufficiency of contact with faculty members. Around 44% of

respondents said they missed the feedback and interaction that an

on-campus course provided, while 47% said that independent television

instruction suited their needs and that feedback and interaction was

not necessary for their enjoyment and progress in the course.

Finally, 33% of the respondents felt that the book costs were

unreasonable. N1S4 McComas also noted that before the course had

started she had over 20 inquiries about the cost of the books by

students who then indicated they couldn't afford them and there-

fore would not enroll.

MS. McComas expressed many feelings of ambiguity about the

course components. While she felt the books were very good, she

alsO felt that there was too much reading and some of it far too

sophisticated and heavy for the average community college student.

Her recommendation regarding the books would have been to shorten

the Book of Readings and the Study Guide, replacing some of the

readings with synopses. She also felt that three units of credit were

not enough for a course of this difficulty. In comparison, a three-

unit dramatic literature course on campus would only cover eight

plays in a semester. In general, she felt that the previews were

"awful". While they certainly did help some students, the speakers

in some of the programs were so "odd" in voice or mannerisms as to



distract from the subject matter.

Finally, Ms. McComas indicated that she thought the plays

selected for the series were too esoteric. She hoped that a series

like this would have been a way of turning the average student on

to drama and should have aired more well-known plays.

She was also critical of the test bank that was provided,

saying that the objective questions were far too detailed for

students who were only seeing the plays once.

When asked her opinion of bringing together the viewing and

reading of the plays she commented, "I think it's perfectly

splendid if one has control of the medium". Her praise for the

quality of the plays was offset by her frustration over having neither

access to videotapes nor control over the schedule and lack of

repeat performances of the plays.

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION

The administra ion at Merritt College played a strong role in the

decision to offer the Classic Theatre course. The President and

the Assistant Dean of Instruction first became aware of the avail-

ability of the course and played a sample cassette for the division

Chairman, who in turn asked Ms. McComas if she would be interested

in teaching the course. Once the decision was made to go with the

course, the division chairman and Ms. McComas had the primary

responsibility for the planning and setting up of all course

activities and arrangements.

Two problem areas identified were the lack of expPrience

promoting television courses by the promotional staff, and second,

the lack of a commitment by the registration division to handle mail-

in registrations. The promotion consisted of 1,000 brochures sent out

to selected people, announcement in the class schedule, press releases

to local papers, posters, announcements by instructors and counselors.

Although this sounds like an extensive list, these administrators



felt that the lack of a carefully timed and organized promotional

effort was one of the greatest weaknesses of their course.

Last, it is important to note that Merritt College lacked any

experience or precedent for handling any kind of extension, off-

campus television course. The success of the course was largely

the result of the creative and hard-working efforts of one division

chairman and one instructor. These two in turn made a long list of

suggestions to the administration about ways to better organize and

plan such courses as television instruction in the future.

CONCLUSION

The Classic Theatre course offered at Merritt College had high

expectations by the administrators and faculty members involved.

In fact, they had expected 250 or 300 students to be enrolled and

found an enrollment of 129 to be somewhat disappointing. However,

aside from some of the problems and frustrations involved in

running this course, both administrators and faculty members said

that they hoped the course would be offered again.

The impact of this course on the campus should be noted:

first, the Peralta Community College District joined the San Francisco

Bay area television consortium and has been offering television

courses every semester since the first Classic Theatre course.

Second, the District has made a more extensive commitment to

extension-type courses such as courses by newspaper. Third, pro-

cedures for offering television courses have been formalized

including a fairly specific contract between the college and any

faculty member teaching a television course. This contract spells

out the responsibilities of the instructor as well as indicating

the administrative responsibility for support services for both the

faculty member and the student. It also specifies a formula for facu ty

load. Thus, this course seems to-have been a successful test case,

useful for uncovering procedures that would be necessary in offering

future television courses and other outreach types of ac ivities.
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PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

LOS ANGELESJ CALIFORNIA

The selection of Pepperdine University as a case study in the Classic

Theatre project was based partly on the school's unusual approach to

offering the course. Pepperdine wanted it made available on an

independent study basis with periodic meetings between facilitator

and students, or on a strictly "correspondence" level. To facili-

tate Classic Theatre, the school contracted the services of David

Rodes, Ph.D., a faculty member of UCLA's English Department.

Pepperdine University's School of Continuing Education averages

6,000 students each semester, and serves residents of the greater

Los Angeles area. While not the only private institution to offer

Classic Theatre, it was one of the few nonpublic schools involved

with the research project. Pepperdine offered the course at both

upper division and graduate level for a fee of $105 per unit for

credit and $35 for noncredit. Fifteen, or 38%, of the forty enrollees

responded to the Classic Theatre student questionnaire.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

Dr. Rodes was critical of the "correspondence only" option for

Classic Theatre. From a facilitation standpoint, he found it to be

"...endlessly difficult, extremely time consuming, and unsatisfactory

because it only worked with the isolation of TV, not against it".

In summary, he would not become involved again in this type of

teaching experience.

He was much more positive about his role with the independent

study group, with which he met for three lengthy sessions during the

course. Quite willing to participate again in this type of course

presentation, he commented: "What makes this way valuable is that

it provides a rich common experience about which people can come

$3r-
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together and talk. The television programs seen alone are frustrat-

ing in their isolation so much can be clarified and vivified in

the give and take of conversation."

No student response that might gainsay Dr. Rodes's opinion here

as available, as it was obtained, with one exception: that from

members of the independent study group.

Dr. Rodes identified two drawbacks to facilitating the course'

the lack of video tapes of the plays for use in discussion, and

the prepared bank of test questions. He regarded multiple Choice

questions for formal testing as "silly", and felt their only utility

may have been as study aids. He developed his own essay-style final

examination, his rationale being to engage his students in explora-

tion of comparative questions.

THE S

Nearly all the Pepperdine student sample learned of this television

course through brochures and news releases sent to schools in the

Los Angeles area. Most of these people were working on teaching

credentials, although not necessarily in the field of drama. Many

indicated "self-enrichment" along with the need for units as reasons

for enrolling in Classic Theatre.

Dr. Rodes' description of his students reflects with basic

accuracy the sum of the sample's own responses: "There were more

women (over 80% of the class) than men; most were in their mid-

thirties. About 20% had a really excellent background in teaching

drama at the high school level."

He commented further on the independent study group: "Their

academic and scholarly backgrounds were really weak and almost no

one had solid preparation in writing critically or in principles of

criticism even though the majority of students were interested

and enthusiastic, and once into the course, they pulled themselves

together quickly. Few appeared at the onset to have any real idea

of what they were getting into."
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Part of this -riticism may have been due to Dr. Rodes's own

approach to the course: His heavy emphasis on writing as an integral

part of expression, his relegation of prepared multiple choice

questioning to study aids only, and so forth.

RESPONSE TO THE COURSE

While the majority (60%) of respondents felt that all print

materials accompanying the video portion of Classic Theatre were

helpful, the book Firom ScAipt to Puduction was singled out with

the least frequency. The fact that the facilitator ranked this

publiLation more highly ("valuable beyond its immediate intent")

than any other represents the only real difference in response to

standardized questions between Dr. Rodes and the student sample.

Over all, this instructor was very positive about the quality

of written and video materials which comprise Classic Theatre.

Taken together, they served to "get the level of sophistication up

very quickly", and the students who remained in the course

(ultimately, nearly 88%) improved by "quantum leaps".

ADMINISTRATiVE POSITION

When Pepp rdine decided to offer Classic Theatre, the administration

was not sure what to expect in the way of response. Dr. Rodes was

sought because the school wanted "someone with credibilityan

authority in the field". Their publicity for the course emphasi ed

Dr. Rodes's interest and expertise in 17th century theatre and

Res oration and Shakespearean drama as well as his enthusiasm for

the medium of television to present such works.

While not having extensive experience with televised courses,

s.Pepperdine's School of Continuing Education is responsive to the

needs of the working graduate student and knows well the character-

istics of this student population. Thus, although Classic Theatre

was a new experience fur them (hence the decision to work with

Dr. Rodes and offer students alternative ways of taking the course),
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th.y also counted on their awareness that their students are higaly

motivated and want to earn units toward specific academic goals. In

the opinion of the administrator interviewed in the project, these

students need little of the kinds of reinforcement considered

necessary by other ':,chools seeking to encourage student success in

televised education.

Pepperdine targeted its advertising for Classic Theatre

specifically and knew from the day enrollment closed that the

registration was sufficient to cover all costs involved. Aside

from the necessary administrative paper work, the responsibility

for course facilitation, student interaction, tutorial assistance,

and so forth, belonged to Dr. Rodes.

Beyond observing the school's stipulation that the student have

a choice in ways to take the course, he was free to structure both

groups in any way he felt would best promote learning, interest,

and involvement. He spent considerable time preparing testing

materials, conducting course discussions, writing lengthy critiqu

of students' work, and even tutored a few on an individual basis.

CONCLUSION

'The administrator at Pepperdine's School of Continuing Education

was pleased with the response to Classic Theatre and showed no

surprise at the high completion rate. She, as well as Dr. Rodes,

indicated that there had been minimal contact between school and

facilitator; she.Aentioned only that Dr. Rodes "had put a lot of

work into the coUr,Se".

It is interesting to note that each of these people -- the

administrator-And the facilitator had opposite views with'regard

to further offerings of Classic Theatre. Pepperdine's position on

the course as well as other TV courses is that they will be

offered on a correspondence-only basis, and will be facilitated

within the framework of the existing staff (which is quite 7rIall).

The school will rely as much as possible on materials provided with
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the course in question. One of the reasons given for this decision

was the necessity to cut costs incurred in offering TV courses

where possible.

While Dr. Rodes, on the other hand, was enthusiastic about

televised plays in terms of the medium as well as the quality of

the productions as a successful way to provide access to humanities

materials, he was willing to participate only in a format based upon

the earlier-described "independent study group". For, unless

accompanied by live group discussion and interaction, the passive

viewing of plays and the solitary reading of selected print

materials does not constitute for this instructor a satisfying or

comprehensive learning experience.
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

FALLS CHURCH REGIONAL CENTER

The University of Virginia School of Continuing Education was

originally established in 1915 to "make the University's resources

more widely available to the citizenry of Virginia". The School

largely functions through six regional centers, distributed

geographically to serve all regions of the Commonwealth. Of these

six, only one-- the Northern Virginia Center at Falls Church

chose to offer the Classic Theatre course. This center alone is

authorized to grant undergraduate resident credit. It serves a

suburban area including Alexandria, Falls Church, Fairfax and

contiguous areas. This is an area rich in government and mili ary

installations, and many of the Falls Church course offerings are

geared to these special populations.

The School of Continuing Education considers adult programming

central to its mission. Its programming emphasis has shifted over

the years from an offering consisting primarily of regular campus

courses to courses which "cut across campus disciplines, courses

which are non-credit in nature, short courses and conferences,

special programs and forums, community services of various descrip-

tions, opportunities for correspondence or home study, discussion

groups, certificate programs of study, education by means of

television".

This mission provided the rationale for the University of

Virginia's involvement with Classic Theatre. In addition, its

brochures and announcements portrayed the course as a "change of

pace in.earning college credit," and recommended it to"those who are

homebound because of small Children or other responsibilities as

well as those whose employment schedule makes it impossible to

4 2
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attend classes on a regular basis". Enrollment was open to the

general public.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

The University of Virginia offered three semester hours of under-

graduate credit to students taking the Classic Theatre course.

The tuition fee charged was $63, plus a $5 registration fee. The

course was offered for General Studies credit in Drama. Forty-one

students enrolled in the course; about 88% (36) completed the course.

This rate was said to compare favorably with that of regular,

on-campus courses. Nineteen students returned the questionnaire.

In addition to watching the plays and previews, and doing the readings,

students were required to attend two Saturday morning sessions to

take a mid-term and a final examination. A student newsletter was

employed to make periodic announcements to the students. The

academic coordinator, Dr. John Pastour, was "available by telephone

most of the time" to answer questions and discuss the materials.

Contact with the local PBS station (CETA, Channel 26) was

limited to discussion of promotional arrangements. The course

coordinator felt that the broadcast schedule (Thursday evenings and

Sunday afternoons) was inadequate for adults who work in the evening,

and this is a target population they wanted to reath. No cable or

other broadcast options were offered.

The course was put together by a course coordinator,

Carolyn Curtis of the Continuing Education staff, and Dr. Pastour,

whose role was limited to preparation of exam materials and answer-

ing content questions from students. Registration and promotion

support came from the Sthool of Continuing Education. Both had

previous experience in working with television courses, and both

worked in a climate which was friendly to media-based education.

THE STUDENTS

The average age oE the students taking the Classic Theatre course
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at the University of Virginia was about forty, and fully a third

of those responding were teachers. The rest were scattered across

a variety of white-collar occupations. Sixty-eight per cent were

employed full-time, and the rest were employed part-time. There

was only one homemaker. Thirty-one per cent had completed two years

of college, and an additional 37% had completed more than four years

of college. Males were outnumbered by females by iive to one. For

almost 90%, Classic Theatre was their first television course, and

79%-had never taken a drama or literature course prior to this one.

Ninety-five per cent indicated that they watched public television

prior to enrolling in Classic Theatre, and nine out of ten of these

view public television frequently.

About half the students responding would have preferred more

on-campus review sessions (the two sessions that were given were

primarily devoted to test-taking), however, the students' rating of

the course and faculty/facilitator was high; almost all respondents

indicated they would recommend the course to their family or friends

if it were offered again, would take another television course, and

would take another drama or literature course.

RESPONSE TO THE COURSE

Over all, the respondents felt that the published materials were

well-integrated and the readings were helpful. Some disagreement

existed on the study guide instructions on "How to AppToach the Play,

with 47% strongly agreeing that they were helpful, and 21% disagree-

ing. However, the study guide as a whole was rated highly, with 95%

agreeing or strongly agreeing that it met its objective of aiding

integration of the reading and viewing parts of the course. The

Previews were the least satisfactory component. with 37% of the

students denying that they "aided in understanding the plays".

The text's "Introductory Comments" and explanations of terms in each

play were considered helpful by all respondents.
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The University of Virginia course used a combination of

multiple-choice and essay questions drawn totally from those provided

in the Administrative and Academic Support Package, and the students'

reactions to these tests was unfavorable, with 53% feeling this type

of testing was "unsuitable". However, only 16% felt the grading

svstem was "unfair".

While 47% of the students missed the feedback and interaction

that an on-campus class provides, 42% felt that independent study

through televised instruction was suited to their needs. As noted

in another section of this report, these two response categories

need not be seen as mutually exclusive or contradictory, particularly

for the students who tended.to enroll in this course.

Over three-quarters of the students felt the cost of the books

was "reasonable". Carolyn Curtis, the Course Coordinator, indicated

her preference for the three-volume set to be available only as a

unit, as it was in this course, and not by individual volumes. A

previous experience with the Courses by Newspaper program, in which

books were available individually, drew an unfavorable comparison,

on the basis that the Course by Newspaper model was "complicated"

-d "unwieldy".

NIs. Curtis noted that there was an abundance of plays dealing

with "strong women," and wondered if this was intentional. She felt

that there was no need to have two Ibsen plays,.and that the least

well-received play was The WiLd nick. She was confused about the

use of the word "classic," indicating an expectation of one or two

Greek plays, which she felt would have added considerably to the

value of the course for introductory students. Shenoted that the

best-received play was She St000 to Conve4.

Her overall evaluation of the Previews was negative; she felt

their best features were those dealing with historical perspectives

and interviews with the actors. However, to her the Previews were

"stilted," and Joan Sullivan
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personality.

When queried about students' response to the amount of television

they were required to watCh, Ms. Curtis replied that there had been

no negative reaction to the amount of TV and, furthermore, that the

wide Variety of selections was desirable for an undergraduate course.

Over all, she felt that "if you're taking a course by television,

you're gaining more than you lose from lack of contact" with an

instructor.

Dr. Pastour conducted the two contact sessions and prepared

the examinations. He sent out a letter after the close of the

registration period, indicating the dates and locations of the mid-

term and final exams, as well as his phone number and office hours.

The calls he received were said to be primarily concerned with the

course content itself, with very few inquiries about academic and

administrative procedures. This response differed from students'

inquiries at other schools in this study. DIT. Pastour felt that

the academic materials were 'Veil organized, comprehensive and

practical".

PROMOTION

A well-Orchestrated and implemented promotional ef 7rt was made by

the School of Continuing Education for this course. Included were

two news releases, one short one to 26 radio stations, and a longer

one to 26 newspapers, both in the latter half of August. The PBS

station mentioned the school's name and how to contact for indivi-

duals interested in enrolling. The station also selected a "good

mailing list from among its subscribers". About 5,000 Cheshire

labels were generated and an independent mailing service affixed

them to a special brochure listing television courses. Ms. Curtis

noted that this service was "rather costly". The regular Fall

announcement of the School of Continuing Education also carriAd a

course listing.
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CONCLUSIONS

Although the University of Virginia's School of Continuing Education

had had experience with only two television courses prior to,

Classic Theatre, they seemed well-attuned to the special requirements

of this course. The course opordinators were pleased with the -

materials provided, and were enthusiastic about offering the course

again. The number of enrolled students was below the figure anti-

cipated, but hopes were high that it would do better the second time

around.

The School of Continuing Education has in the past participated

in the University of California at San Diego's Courses by Newspaper

program as well as The 44cent q Man; this group also created its

own television course on learning disabilities with the,local PBS

station. The school intends to participate in future programs of

this nature, in general extending its outreaeh capability through

expanded use of the media.
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LANSING COMMUNITY COLLEGE

LANSINGJ MICHIGAN

The broadcast of the Classic Theatre series in Lansing, Michigan,

formed the core for an interesting array of courses for local

residents. A cooperative effort involving Lansing Community College

and Michigan State University made possible a variety of credit

options and courses in a number of locations. The cooperation

involved the share use of WKAR-TV, Channel 23, the Michigan Sta e

University station, and advertising.

Michigan State offered the following course options:

_per division credit @ $78 for the
3-credit course

Non-credit Pass/Fail @$25 for 2
Continuing Education Units (CEU's),
a form on "non-credit credit"

Non-credit participation MO for
independent study at home

Lansing Community College offered a number of options as well.

The course was available through LCC either on campus (two sections,

meeting at different times) or off, the latter through the Extension

Division in Owosso, 35 miles away; another section was offered for

two units of "Lifetime Studies credit" a form of institutional

credit which is non-transferable, applicable towards a special

"Associate Degree General," and inapplicable towards the Associate

in Arts Degree.

Working on the Classic Theatre courses was the first cooperative

endeavor between Michigan State University and Lansing Community

College, and was also LCC's first experience with television course

programming. However, the school offered Thc A4 aev o Man course

simultaneously with the Classic Theatre courses.
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Lansing Community College has steadily expanded enrollment since

its founding in the late 1950's. It chose to participat6 in Classic

Theatre aad The kocent o 6 Man in order to add yet another dimension

to its continuing efforts to reach a larger portion of the Lansing

population with an increasing array of educational programs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE

As noted above, a variety of options involving the Classic Theatre

plays were offered to Lansing Community College students. In one

section of an on-campus course, the students were required to read

and view four of the thirteen Classic Theatre plays. These were

complemented by three other plays appearing in a separate book

chosen by Professor Norm Beck. Three units of "honors" credit were

offered to students who met three times per week with the instructor,

one hour per session. They consisted of regular on-campus students,

and found out about the course through the usual course schedules

and departmental listings.

The instructor indicated a generally positive response to the

instructional possibilities offered with the Classic Theatre plays,

suggesting that this initial experience and exposure to the idea

would lead him in the future to be more receptive to the whole

Classic Theatre course.

The Extension Division course offered to introductory drama

students in Owosso was also for regular lower-division credit.

Professor Richard Bird taught the course to a class which ranged

in age from 18 to 40. He noted that the students were highly

motivated. In this section, students had the option of watching

ten plays during the regular term and receiving three credits, or

watching the final three plays during a "mini-term" and obtaining

an additional credit, for a total of four credits. Professor Bird

noted that this arrangement appeared to be satisfactory.

Professor Bird reported that the students were very critical
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of the multiple choice questions supplied in the academic support

materials that accompanied the course; they felt they were 'super-

ficial' and had a Tout and paste' quality that was unappealing.

He therefore had students make up ten questions each, from which

he selected a number for examinations.

This course employed two meetings per week, lasting 1-1/2 hours

each. The first weekly meeting came after the broadcast of the.

play, and was used basically to review and discuss that play; the

second meeting concluded discus ion on that-play and introduced the

next. An average week entailed a total of 5-1/2 hours of class ahd

TV viewing, and Professor Bird noted that there weren't any complaints

about this requirement.

Professor Sue Gaylord offered two additional sections of the

Classic Theatre course: one additional on-campus section to

regularly enrolled students, and one section of "Introduction to the

Humanities" to non-credit students of the Lifetime Studies Program

at Lansing Community College. Her regular credit course offering

provided the 3-4 credit option, and involved yet another variation:

this section met for three hours once a week. In the course of

each three-hour discussion, Professor Gaylord moved from a discussion

of the performance itself to an analysis of the literary aspects of

the play, to general discussion, and it was in the latter phase that

the students' involvement and enthusiasm became evident.

The Lifetime Studies section, which offered credit applicable

toward the Associate Degree-General only, was provided to three

students. A weekly two-hour discussion was provided to "enhance

the enjoyment of the plays". The Lifetime Studies Program has, as

its central purpose, the goal of assuring that "no interested

citizens are left without access to educational opportunities. It

is planned for the individual who enjoys learning for 'its own sake

or the 'sake' of other self-determined goals".

All three of the regular, credit-bearing sections of the course

had as a prerequisite one of two freshman writing courses.
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TIE STUDENTS

Sixteen out of a total of 42 enrolled students responded to our

questionnaire; however, we have no way of telling which section of

the course each was enrolled in, a condition that placec some limita-

tions on our ability to characterize students and student response.

We can presume that most of the respondents were enrolled in one of the

regular credit sections, since only three out of the total were

participants in the Lifetime Studies Program. These three responden

were in Professor Beck's section,which did not use the specially-

prepared texts.

The average age of the students was 26, which is significantly

below the national average for students in Classic Theatre courses.

This presumably results from the college's orientation of the

course toward regularly enrolled students. Two-thirds of the students

responding learned about the course from the regular class schedule.

The average number of years of prior education is also below the

national norm. The male-female split was 50/50, a higher percentage

of males than that occurring nationally, while 87% were employed on

a full-time basis, surpassing the national average of 73%.

The responses to a question asking reasons for enrolling

yielded a distribution fitting fairly well hdth the national profile,

with the single most important reason offered being "personal enrich-

ment". The notable difference emerged with the category "the

convenience of televised instruction". Nationally, 51% offered this

response as a motivating factor; at Lansing Community College, not

one individual gave such an indication. Remember that all of the

LCC course sections required regular weekly attendance at a central

location. Even the Lifetime Studies section involved two hours per

week of classroom attendance.

RESPONSE W THE COURSE

The lacuity members vho participated in the course were enthusiastic

about the potential of television for humanities instruction, though
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somewhat discouraged by the lack of enrollment. Their response to

the plays, previews, and print materials was very positive.

Although none of the students responding had taken previous

literature or drama courses, all but one would do so in the future.

All of those responding would recommend the Classic Theatre course

to their family or friends should it be offered again in the Lansing

area. Fifty per cent, 69%, and 6 % respectively claimed to have

changed their television viewing, reading, or entertainment habits

as a result of their experience with the Classic Theatre course.

Aside from one or two notes, their support for the materials

surrounding the Classic Theatre course was unmarred by any criticism.

ADMINISTRATION

In addition to Professors Beck, Bird, and Gaylord, several other

individuals were responsible for the implementation of the Classic

Theatre course at Lansing_Commnity College. Professor Joseph

Anderson, Chairman of the Department of the Humanities, first

out about the course and encouraged its local implementation. He

also took the initiative of contacting the local PBS station, and

established the cooperative promotion involving the Michigan State

campus and television station officials. Professor John Antico,

Chairman of the English Curriculum Committee at Lansing Community

College, introduced the playsto other faculty members, and was

chiefly responsible for obtaining its approval as a LCC course. He

noted that he met with little resistance in this action and seemed:

to feel that the fear of television replacing teachers was, no

longer present at LCC.

In planning course promotion, LCC did attempt to reach new

students through paid newspaper advertisements, distribution of a

Lifetime Studies brochure to anyone who had previously enrolled in

a Lifetime Studies course, and distribution of the same brochure to

banks, post offices, and libraries. The television aspect of the
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courses, however, carried no special designation. Nor were they

the subject of any special brochures or announcements aside from

the cooperative advertisement with Michigan State and some news

releases. Much of this material seemed to highlight Michigan State

University's involvement.more emphatically than that of Lansing

Community College.

CONCLUSION

For the first television offering of the Lansing Community College

campus, the school took an overtly experimental approach. Four

different sections were offered, with no two sections having

precisely the same features. There were variations in amount of

credit, level of credit, required hours of attendance, place of

attendance, number of weekly meetings, duration of meetings, extent

of usage ofthe specially prepared text materials, and the content

and purpose of the meetings with students.

parently, the expectation was that significant numbers of

students would enroll in each section, and thus important feedback

on each option might be gained. The expectation of large enrollment

was evidently based only upon an assumption that the mass medium

would attract large numbers.

Failure to achieve large enrollment was probably attributable

to at least two factors: First, there was no extensive mailing to

any group which might be characterized as 'non-traditional'.

Nationally such mailings have attracted the largest portion of the

students enrolling in television courses. Second, and perhaps most

important, the most effective appeal to non-traditional students is

the convenience of televised instruction, yet every section of the

Lansing Community College course provided even less convenient

than the traditional course format. DaytiMe as well as

evening hours were scheduled for on-campus sessions and television

viewing every week. The only 'non-traditional' appeal of the LCC
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courses would be the novelty of the use of television, which appar-

ently was not enough to attract large numbers of students.

The variations in course arrangements offered at Lansing

Community College and Michigan State University around the same

television series demonstrate the adaptability of the medium to

higher education systems. But the offerings were, in fact, too

numerous and unsystematic to lead to any conclusive statements about

student preference or instructional feasibility. It does seem clear,

however, that the options at Lansing Community College failed to

attract a new population of students, including homebound and

geographically isolated individuals,which other colleges offering

a Classic Theatre course via television did attract.
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CHICAGO CITY-WIDE COLLEGE

OF THE CITY COLLEGES OF CHICAGO

Perhaps one of the mos or ting and unusual courses offered

around the Classic Theatre television series was offered at the

Chicago City-Wide College, one of the City Colleges of Chicago.

One hundred sixty-five students enrolled in a literature course for

three semester units of credit. Two faculty members were hired

several months in advance of the beginning of the series to plan

all aspects of the COUTse. Their work included writing a 40-page

study guide that contained assignments, an overview and a discussion

of each play plus a glossary and descriptions and examples of the

creative and scholarly projects that the students would be assigned.

Rather than relying completely on the test bank provided, they

developed their own test materials. There were two objec 'ye ex: s

-- a mid-term wad a final that together Were worth 50% of the

student's grade, plus two written papers, one scholarly and the

other a creative project, which together made up the other 50%.

It is net surprising that this course should be one of the most

well-organized of any of the courses found in this study. The

Chicago Cit -Wide College incorporates what used to be called "TV

College," an organization founded in 1956 which has the longest

continuing history in instructional services OR open broadcast in

the United States. The Chicago City-Wide College, through its

center for open learning, offers many modes of instruction, including

radio, newspaper, and independent study, as well as open air

broadcast courses.

Forty-two students
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ft the sall le almost d_ were females. While the average

age of the students in the Chicago coulse was the sane as that of

the national sample of students, around 32 years old, they had not

had as much college education as those in the national sample.

Fourteen per cent of the students had completed high school, 36%

had one year ot college, and 24% had completed two years of college.

A majority of the students in the sample were employed full-

time (76%). Forty of the 165 students in the course were incarcera-

-Lod. At the same time the student respondents were taking the

Classic Theatre course, they Were enrolled in other college courses

for credit. Sixty-four per cent were enrolled in other television

courses and an additional one-third in orl-campus courses, leaving

only one-fifth of the sample taking only Classic Theatre.

This corresponds with the fact that only about one-fifth of the

respondents indicated that they did not have any advanced educational

degrees or educational goals that they hoped-to fulfill by takiag

the Classic Theatre course. Among the reasons given for enrolling

in the course, almost three in four of the respondents indicated

personal enrichment; S % indicated convenience; and,

fnnally, 36% indicated a need for units. Over half had never taken

amy drama or literature courses before enrolling in the Classic

Theatre course.

The respondents were not new to public television, although

half of them were new to television courses. About one-third of the

respondents heard about the course through a television announcement.

The next largest group had heard about it via a brochure and the

rest by other infonmational devices such as college brochures,

radio announcements and announcements on campus.

Both the faculty members and several of the respondents

indicated the cost of the books was too expensive for many of the

students. Thirty-eight per cent of the respondents felt the cost

was unreasonable, and the faculty members reported that many people
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inquiring about the course said that they would not even enroll in
the course because of the cost of the books.

Finally, it was found that the students who responded to this

clues ionnaire were acquainted with and preferred this mode of study)

which allows them great independence in their study habits and

activities. However, 36% of the students did indicate that they

missed the feedback and interaction that an on-campus course would

have provided.

RESPONSE TD THE COURSE

According to most accounts, students taking this course were very

enthused about its content and format. Eighty-six per cent of the

respondents would recommend the course to family or friends. All

components were rated as helpful by some students and were used by

most of the students. Most of the respondents watched almost all

of the plays and 86% of them said that the previews were very

helpful. The students seemed to like the opportunity for written

assignments, and gave a particularly enthusiastic response to the

creative projects assignment, with over one-third of the students

enrolled taking advantage of the opportunity to write original

plays or segments of plays. When comparing this course with other

college courses, SS% said that it was about the same in difficulty

but one-fourth indicated it was more difficult. Our respondents

noted few difficulties with the course facilita ors. Fifty-seven

per cent said that the correspondence from the teachers had answered

all of the questions, and 64$ said that they never contacted the

instructor, although telephone office hours were provided each week

and two optional on-campus seminars were made available. Twenty to

thirty students appeared at each of these seminars, though there is

no way of knowing how many of them were repeats.

The faculty members' responses to the course and course materials

were somewhat more varied than those of the students. They had two
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mi n criticisms. First, that .he counse, as set up with objective

tests and heavy reading, was too scholarly. For them "the

essential thrusi of Cho course is fshould be] experiencing theatre".

The next time they offer the course they plan to require only one

objective exam and provide .,,en more opportunity for either essay

questions or written projects. Their second criticism concerned

the amount of reading in the caurse. They would eliminate the

Goodman study guide altogether because they wanted to use their own

locally-produced study guide that contained specific assignments

that they felt necessary. In their opinion, the book of readings

"provided too much material for the students to digest".

Nonetheless, these two instructors were very enthused about

teaching the Classic Theatre course. "This is the ideal way to

teach drama."

Because they had experience in teaching a television course

before, they had certain expectations as to what their role in this

course would be. They were somewhat disappointed to find that the

students did not associate them as being the teachers of the course.

Most of the telephone inquiries that they received concerned process

and not content.

Their desire to actually organize the course and have a greater

role in it rather than just administer the course is shown by their

criticism of the previews. Here they noted that while the content

was good, "they are modular in design, and therefore cannot be used

to structure the course. Because no attempt is made in them to

relate the different plays to each uLher, they do not build to any

cohesive whole, or help the student synthesize their knowledge".

In a broader sense, they were saying that the television plays and

previews by themselves lack the integration and continuity that

they felt was necessary for a series to be considered a college-

level course.
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ADMINI'l RAT ION

After cleating their own television courses for almost twenty years

through TV College, the administration of the Chicago City-Wide

College was very excited at the opportunity to offer a COUTSC around

a nationally broadcast PBS series,. The CCWC staff put a great deal

of effort into making this course work and plan to run it again

when it next airs. They are also considering purchasing the course

to make it available for independent study for students throughout

the year. In addition to the two faculty members who were hired to

adapt the course to the local situation and coordinate it, the

Coordinator for Special Programs for the College, Elynne Chaplik,

made most of the administrative arrangements. Elynne hired the

faculty members, worked with the station, supervised production of

the materials and an additional televiska program, served as

liaison with other city institutions and organizations, and provided

any services necessary that the faculty members needed.

The President of the college, Salvatore Rotella, felt that there

had been too much coordination and packaging done by the Coast

Community College District and the University of California at

San Diego. He agreed with the comment of the two Chicago faculty

members that the book of plays, plus the broadcast of the plays and

the locally produced study guide would have been a satisfactory

amount of material for students to follow for a successful course.

One unusual aspect of this course was the services provided by

the local public television station, WTYW, Channel 11. In coopera-

tion with the Chicago City-Wide College, the station provided a

free 30-minute program at the beginning of the series to describe

both The Az)cent c4 Man and The Ceais4ic Theat4e: The Humanitia

Vnama courses. There were also television announcements made about

the course for credit and telephone lines were made available the

first night the series began for answering questions from people

calling about the course.
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CONCLUSION

Offering a series such as Classic Theatre to an urban area provides

a different set of opportunities than in a suburban or rural area,

and the Chicago City-Wide College was able to take full advantage

of these opportunities. Both the Chicago Public Library and the

renowned Goodman Theatre cooperated in providing services for the

public and the students during the airing of the series. Mayor

Daley had declared one of the fall months to be "Theatre Month"

and the library and the Goodman Theatre provided a series of lectures

On drama, special displays and set designs, as well as various other

materials. Over one-third of the students reported attending live

theatrical productions during the course.

Unlike most of the other colleges and universities across the

country that offered a course around the Classic Theatre series,

the Chicago City-Wide College would have been fully prepared to pick

up the basic course components (the broadcast and written plays),

hire the faculty for full time for several months in advance to

develop additional course materials, and run it exclusively for

local use. For the next broadcast of Classic Theatre, CCWC has

redesigned its study guide. In this way the staff hopes to prevent

the students' confusion of working with two study guides, one

related to the two other books in the print package, and the other

from their local instructors. The students, the faculty members

and the administrators were enthused about this course as a way of

providing access to the humanities and experiencing theatre.
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THE COURSES

From /he case studies we have anT iridication of the diversity of

institutions and courses that existed in conjunction with the

thirteen television programs and three books. Simultaneously with

the PBS broadcast, 275 two- and four-year higher education

institutions around the country offered a Classic Theatre course

for credit. The design of the course encouraged local adaptation

to fit student and institutional requirements. This chapter will

describe how the course was designed and, further, it will provide

descriptions of the many types and sizes of courses that resulted.

DESIGN AND DELIVERY

The course actually evolved in two distinct stages: the conceptua-

lization, design and production of the course materials, and the

delivery of the total course package to institutions and students

Figure 3.1 gives some indication of the complexity of the process,

which involved several institutions and organizations, each one

having an impact on the final look of the course components.

We will not describe the details of the original dramatic

productions by the BBC, Or the selection and editing of the plays

and the production of the Previoas by WGBH in Boston. Rather, this

report will describe the formulation of the components which, when

added to the series, resulted in a complete "packaged" course, an

integrated system of activities designed to help students to

accomplish specified goals.

The design and production phase involved all the decisions about

course goals and objectives, the types:of books to be produced, the

selection of writers and editors, content formulation and layout of

6
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books. In addition, there was the production of administrative

and faculty manuals and tests and promotional materials. Consider-

ation had to be given to questions of differences in the needs of

two-year and four-year institutions and students. The problem of

how to integrate all components of the course, some of which were

not completed and were unavailable for review by authors and designe

during this phase was a major concern. For example, the decision

was made that the study guide should attempt to provide learning

objectives and reading assignments for introductory and advanced

students alike, thus leaving to local institutions the selection

of specific assignments. The design process required extensive

communication between staff members at UCSD, Coast, PBS, WGBH,

the publishers from March to August, 1975, when published texts

were delivered to local institutions.

The complexity of the design stage was paralleled in the

delivery phase, particularly if we include the measures taken by

local institutions and stations to implement the course in their

respective coummities. Several sets of mailings went from Coast

and UGH) to the 275 institutions offering the course. Books had

to be ordered from and delivered by the publisher to local institu-

tions. Given the relatively short time for course delivery, a

great.deal of pressure existed to get materials out to local

institutions in time for the broadcast of the first play in September,

1975. The lack of previous cooperation and communication between

local schools and television stations, and the rush to get the course

approved by local curriculum committees were two factors in th

uncertainties of the delivery phase.

A n4tional television course is distinguished from other modes

truction by the relatively heavy pre-design and pre-packaging

of course content. On the other hand, as Figure 3.1 illustrates,

local institutions and stations made many critical decisions that

influenced the arrangement and delivery of components of the course
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DESIGN
AND

PRODUCTION

Fig. 3.1

DESIGN AND DELIVERY

PRINT AND OTHER
COURSE MATERIALS

Instructional Design,
Preparation of book of
readings, study guide,
administrative and
faculty manuals

Editing and publishing
ot print materials

Produced
supplementary
materials, final
decisions on course
requirements

Handled course arrangements
with four-year institutions

Handled course arrangements
with tuo-year institutions

Fulfillment of orders for
books

Provided materials to
students, conducted local
learaing activities and
student support services,
obtained departmental
approval for course credit

RECEPTION BY STIJDENTS

Originai Producers

Play selection, film
mg, production
views

Scheduling,
Distribution of se
to local stations

Scheduling,
Presentation of local
broadcast

Note: This chart shows the agencies and institutions that shared responsibility for producing
and distributing parts of the Classic Theatre course. Next to eaCh organization is a
brief tndication of activities.
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in which th ir students participated. At ei her stage and in any

rganization shown in Figure 3.1 are factors that could alter the

quality and presentation of a local Classic heatre course. First,

consider the variables in the design phase:

1. yhq quality an4appeal of_the TV programs. Were the selected
_ _

plays and previews interesting to stuaents, especially to the
introductory-level student? Did students n ed to have prior
experience with and appreciation of drama?

2. The qualim and appeal of the print material. Was the format
attractive? Was the reading level of the books below or above
that of college-level students? Were the selections appropriate,
interesting, and in a format conducive to easy reading?

Communication between producing institutions (UCSD and CCCD)

and local institutions reveals other variables having impact on

the study course:

1. The deliver of cour
-617-127761--to

ials and informati n from UCSD
tutions. Di t e college or

university decide to o fer t e course in time to receive
materials? Was the material sent? Did the local institution
get the type of information it needed to offer the course?

Deliver- of the books from the ublisher to the schools. Given
the very tig t production s_ e ule for t e courseU65E-:, the
publisher had a very short time to receive and fill book orders.
Late delivery oi books to college bookstores could set students
so Ear behind in studying that they might become discouraged
and drop out of the course.

To these we can add a whole ser es of local factors:

1. Resources of the a tici tin institutions offering su-
course. Included in this factor are inancial as well as less
definable resources such as enthusiasm and experience an the
part of administrators and faculty members handling the course.
For instance, could the school afford to provide a promotional
campaign to recruit sufficient enrollment? Was clerical and
other assistance provided to the faculty member? Was
administrative assistance based on experiences and resources
of an extension or correspondence division, or was the course
the first of its type?

2. Local course characteristics and re uirements the student

provi e wit lectures, seminars anJor iscussi_ groups?
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Were supplementary materials distributed by local faculty? How

were the students evaluated? How much and what kind of credit
e students awarded?

titudes and level of understandin of local administrato
The attitude of the faculty mem er towar tele-

vision as a method of instruction is one important variable.
The sympathy of the instructor to the problems of the correspon-
den student is another critical factor in the Rind of support
services provided for students by a local campus. The avail-
ability of telephone advising, frequently mailed notices, and
optional study sessions were the kind of suppoit needed by
many students at both two-year and four-year institutions.
Success in attracting students to this course also required
more promotional effort than many schools were used to provid-
ing. One community college administrator expressed the opinion
that colleges should not have to "advertise" for students, an
attitude that in part led to a poor promotional effort and low
enrollment at that college.

4. The local PBS station. Did it offer the °ours Were the

programs7Z1767aaTeasonable times? Did it repeat broadcasts?
Did it cooperate with local schools in matters of schedule and
promotion? Was its broadcast frequency high enough to reach
the entire school district?

The resources of the student Provided the course got to the
local college aad the prograns got to the local station, were
the students able to watch and profit from the programs? Did

they have the reading ability and study skills to function as
independent study students? Did they have a television set
and did it receive the PBS station airing the series? Did
they have the time and motivation to watch 2-1/2 hours of
commercial-free and intensive television fare? Were they
willing to study several hours each week for thirteen weeks?

This is just a sample of the questions that could be raised

at each step in the design and delivery of a national television

course to students. These questions explain why no one course was

like another and why general conclusions about the impact of the

course on students are difficult to make.

Although UCSD and Coast were actively involved with coordination

of all aspects of course design and delivery, no one organization

or agency controlled all aspects. All producirn: institutions

cooperated closely with each other and contributed their own

6
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nhiquc resources and enriChment to the final product, but each

controlled only a portion of the course. WGBH controlled the

television programs, UCSD and Coast controlled the course descrip-

tions and print materials, and PBS controlled television distribu-

tion. This lack of central control of the course components

created problems for people at all levels of the project. Local

faculty members were frustrated at not being able to have video

cassettes to use in a classroom setting. Administrators were

frustrated at not being able to influence the PBS broadcast

schedule that, in some cases, did not correspond to academic

calendars. And students, at the receiving end, had the least

control of all; they could not negotiate course objectives or

review programs before exams. In the face of this, it was surpris-

ing to consider the large number of institutions that offered the

course, the number of students who enrolled and completed the

course, and the great enthusiasm expressed by all participants for

this new method of instruction!

E DESCRIPTIONS

Of the initial questionnaire sent to the 275 institutions which

offered a course with the UCSD-Coast print package, 153 usable

questionnaires were returned. Of those, 17 indicated that they had

no or low enrollment and thus did not offer the course. The

remaining questionnaires came from 136 two-year and four-year

Institutions across the country. Not all schools responded to all

items on the form, however, so totals given in this chapter do not

always equal 136.

A majority of the schools offering this course were relatively

sma 1 public institutions. There were no private two-year schools,

but 22 of the 77 four-year schools completing the first questionnaire

were privately owned. The total institutional enrollment spread as

follows:
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o-Year Four-Year

1--5,000 5 38 73(57%)

5,100 10,000 16 5 21(16%)

Over 10,000 15 19 34(27%)

No response 7

Most students taking the Classic Theatre course had to pay a

fee of some sort. Ten two-year institutions required no tuition,

while 49 two-year and all 79 four-year respondents specified a

tuition fee. The highest fee was $280 at Mount Union College in

Ohio.

Recruitment was made primarily within a college district.

There were some situations where several institutions drew enroll-

ment from _he same area or overlapping areas and charged a variety

of fec.i. One example of this situation was the Los Angeles area

where the Los Angeles Comunity College system and two private

four-year institutions (Pepperdine Univenity and the University

of Southern California) each offered a :Aassic Theatre course.

The comivoity college course was free, Pepperdine's fee wss $3

for non-credit and $105 for credit students; and USC charged $108

per unit for the three unit course. There was no evidence founc

of competition between the instituLions for students. Apparently

the high population area had sub-groups attracted by the diverse

courses.

We had expected that departments of Literature, Humanities

or Drama would most commonly offer this course. Significant numbers

of Continuing Education and Communication Arts divisions also

offered the course (Fig. 3.2). Two-year colleges occasionally

classified it as an inter-disciplinary course.

Course enrollment and level ranged widely;as shown by

Figure 3.3. TWo-year institutions tended toward slightly higher

course enrollments and,predictably,offered Classic Theatre os a
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Figure 3.2

IllEPARTMENT/0 OFFIRINc3 TUE COURTE

al *Two:Year FY
Literature/English 18 25 43

Htmanities 20 8 28

Bruaa/Theatre 13 17 30

CoritLnuing Education 8 11 19

Corrimartications Arts 12

Other: Fine Arts 8

Liberal Arts 3

Internat 1

Fits hion 1 1

Area Studies 1

Figure 3.3

001112_SE EVROLDIEVT Atil) LEVEL

1 Course En

Two-Y Total *

Linder 20 35 60 9 (6

21- 50 18 17 35(22%)

51-100 8 3 11( 7%)

Oyer 100 5 0 5( 3%)

No resporise 0 10 0( 6%)

r1pe of Credit:

156(99%)

Lower Division 63 31

Upper Division 3 56 59(34i)

Non-Credit 6 11 17(10%)

esponse 2 2 4( 21)

174(100%)

* Some of the 136 schools which returned (=icstLonnaire 4 1 offered
more than one Classic Then re course
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lower division o3urse. Upper division credit was commonly assigned

by the four-year institutions, and a few graduate courses ere

offered using the same print materials but with additional reading

and different written assignnents than lower or upper division

courses. Twenty-four institutions offered more than one course,

for example, a credit and no-credit option or lower mei upper

division sections.

The three books designed for this course were shrink-14rapp

by the publisher and could not be sold separately. The shrink-,rap

requirement, abandoned after the first showing of the :,eries,

'agreed upon by the developing institutions with the puLU ier ser n

months before the series first aired. At that point _ -emed

logical to bring together the written plays, a study guide, and

additional scholarly readings because it was assumed that students

would have no in-class lectures or other background information.

Houever, once the books were written, it became clear that the total

nunber of pages of required reading per play per week was too muCh far

many beginning students. Hence, many local instructors required

little or no reading assignments from at least one of the three

books. This,in turn, prompted serious questions from respondents

about why the students were forced to buy all three books. Faculty

members and administrators often reported wanting to recommend

purchase of the book of plays plus only one of the other two books.

Cme other problem in this course was related to the books

the late delivery date. While only 28 institutions indicated that

they had not received books in time for the starting of class, a

FOTO seriOUS problem was the lack of copies available in adyance

of the course for instructors. The books were not off the presses

until August and faculty members had, at best, only seen sample

chapters of the three books when the course began. This, plus the

inability of local instructors to see programs in advance of the

course tended tu frustrate faculty members because it virtually



prevented the usual process of course screening by curriculum

committees. It also prevented instructors from performing their

usual teaching role as interpreters of content and preparers of

test materials.

In light of the shortage of advance course materials for

purposes of instructor review and planning, the Academic and

Administrative Support Package became a very important document.

It contained sample chapters from the book of readings and the

study guide relevant to the first play in the series, a bank of

test questions, suggestions for adninistrative procedures for

registration and for faculty services to television course students.

The evaluation of the document by users was generally very favorable.

Over all, 69 institutions rated it very useful, 59 said some parts

were useful, and only 4 said they did not use it at all.

In order to determine if there were cases of inadequate

communication between administrators who often were the initial

recipients of the package, and faculty members, we asked a sample

of 56 faculty members if they had in fact received the support

materials. Only one failed to get the package and another received

his copy in the tenth week of the thirteen-week course. A majority

of the 56 instructors surveyed in depth also indicated that the

package answered most of their questions about handling the cours

Who were the local faculty members for this course and what

was their role? Many took on this job in addition to full-time

teaching loads and had no concept of their job as course

"facilitator". The number of instructors who were appointed to

this assignment (62) was nearly equal to the number who volunteered

(74). In the latter case, it was often the faculty member who

first heard about the course and urged administrative and academic

consideration. When asked how the instructor was compensated, the

sample institutions reported the following:
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Two-Year Four-Year Total

Release Time 8 7 15

Overload 29 31 60

Other 29 30 59

No response 1 3 4

The "Other" category irx,l 'ded part-time ins ructors and those who

had the COUTSCS substituted for a course in their regular load.

The responsibilities of the faculty member varied widely.

There were those who took the course as packaged and offered it with

little alteration or personal involveme:1-.. hese persons could be

called "course man' Others clic] cxL,.!nsive pre :oarse planning,

worked with administrators to maRe pre-course promotion and

registration arrangements, and were available for extensive student

consultation. Many prepared additional on-campus lectures.

Figure 3.4 shows how over iu0 respondents classified the faculty

member's role. lhe largest single category was discussion seminar

leader (N=108), followed closely by rtudent evaluator (N-97), and

course manager (N=89).

Figure 3.4

ROLE FAcULTYNTNBER Pl.AYED IICOURST

Twe-Year Four-Year Total ft

Coune iana8er 46 43

ni5zussion/se1iinar leader 52 56

Lecturer 18 22 4 0

Moderator of panel
discussion or series
lecturer 19

Guest speaker on local
TV ,a: radio i 2 10

StudeLt evaluator :9 48 97

respome 1 1

* NOte: Ropondonta couIl _:hek more th,. one cateOrY
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In sunmary, most Classic Theatre courses were offered with a

faculty member available for questions and discussion. And many

institutions, in spite of the very short preparation time,

prepared extensive additional materials.for their students. While

most courses were offered as correspondence courses with few required

campus visits for students, schools were very creative in finding

ways to provide services to their students. Almost all had mail

contact with students. Others offered off-campus discussion groups,

audio tapes of discussion groups, telephone consulting, and review

sessions prior to exams. Figure 3.5 at the end of the chapter lists

the most commonly provided services plus a list of other specal

activities and enrichment materials. Although this list is impressive

in size, many of the services were experimental and we have little

concrete indication of the impact of these activities on student

success.

In the offering of special support services to students, we

found little difference between two-and four-year institutions.

Almost all schools had information available by telephone and granted

library privileges to enrolled students. The nmnber of on-campus

lectures, review sessions, or seminars varied considerably from

school to school. About three-quarters of the schools indicated

that five or fewer meetings were held while the remaining one-quarter

held ten or more sessions on campus. About 50% of the schools

required attendance at review sessions, lectures or seminars. For

the rest, sessions were either optional or, at a few schools, non-

existent.
&

Figure 3.5 reflects one practice that, while illegal, was

probably fairly common d ri'ng the first airing of the series: Dubbing

the progrmns onto video cassettes for local use. Many colleges and

universities offering the Classic Theatve course had never offered

a television course before and had little or no contact with,or

understanding of,the public television system. Consequently, some
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believed that anything broadcast on PBS was "public", available

for free local copy and use. Others, while realizing that WGBH had

broadcast rights not non-broadcast rights, reasoned that local

dubbing was all right as long as they used the tapes only for

educational, non-profit purposes, and then erased them at the end

of the semester. A complicating fact was that a non-broadcast

version of the series was not even available for lease or purchase

at the beginning of the series and there was no announcement about

whether a_non-broadcast version would become available until

December, 1975. Institutions that did not have broadcast repeats

available were especially tempted to tape programs off the air.

Educators who had experience with TV courses knew that video

cassettes of programs kept in the media center are heavily used by

students who miss broadcasts, want to review for exams, or who need

the repetition of materials in order to fully grasp the content.

Even when later given the option of purchasing or leasing a set of

video cassettes, many of the institutions who first offered Classic

Theatre could not afford the purchase or lease cost and would never

enroll enough students in this course to recover the investment.

While this problem of copying and u ing television programs has

large implications for all "educational" TV broadcasting, the

mportant point raised by this research is that to be effective for

studeht learning, respondenis felt that the plays and previews had

to be available for repeated student viewing.

Cooperative arrangements with other higher education institutions

such as state-wide or regional consortia or with television stations

1lv provide solutions to this problem in the future, but the Classic

Theatre course revealed the problem in a dramatic way.

Since this study did not begin to collect data un il after the

courses were well under way, there was no way to gather reliable

statistics about student dropout. The response we received from

administratorsdndicated that generally the dropout rate in the
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:clevision course was much the same as that for on-campus

courses. Those rates tend to be higher, on the average, for _our-

year than two-year institutions, which can rim as low as a 50%

non-completion figure.

We asked our sample of 56 faculty members to describe as best

they could their reasons for student withdrawal from the course.

The answers to this question were notably subjective, with no

indications from the respondents that systematic procedures for

collecting this information had been employed. Often the faculty.

member offered the responS, "I have no way of knowing". Those

who answered offered a wide-ranging array of responses, several

of which came up with enough frequency that we should report them

here. "Too great a demand on the student's time or effort," "too

difficult," or "too sophisticated" were the reasons cited most often

for student withdrawal. The bulk of these responses came from faculty

of two-year institutions, and this finding coincides with other

data offered by the faculty pertaining to their own assessment of

the various materials and components of the Classic Theatre course.

"Conflict from other courses" cane up time and again from

students at four-year level. This may be an indication that enrolled

students found themselves spending more time than they had expected

to spend with the Classic Theatre course.

Another clustering of responses centered upon problems of

motivation: lack of interest, lack of sufficient interest, students

not completing tests and assignments, students not watching the

plays, etc.

Inability to write well, to study independently, to keep up with

the pace of the course, or to do well on the first test constituted

another related group of answers; though it was surpassed in

frequency by "personal problems".

In short, the usual variety of reasons for course withdrawal

offered, and on the basis of the faculty analysis, there is
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little reason to conclude that anything exceptional was occurring

with respect to course withdrawal in this course. The high level

of difficulty for many two-year college students was underscored;

however, we have no way of comparing this reaction to other

community college courses
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Figure 3.5

SPECIAL SERVICES FOR STUDENTS

Two-Year Four-Year Total

Faculty office hours 52 53 105

Faculty available via
telephone SB 59 117

Exan preparation review
sessions 30 25 55

Campus discussion groups 41 40 81

Live use of closed
circuit TV 11 9 20

Off-campus meetings 11 9 20

Learning center 20 7 27

Other:

Four two-hour discussions with faculty prior
to viewing

Videota're replay (no T7

Took class to two live pe formances

o TV viewings held in teacher's home

Students given written assignment on each play

Mailed sample test questions prior to test

Mailed test results with comments

Extra exam period to accommodate students

e Off-campus students mailed in essays weekly

Tests given after every four plays --
corrected while student waited arid discussed

Coordinator lectured one hour prior to exam

Ninety-minute on-campus class weekly. Students

spi% another evening watching play individually

Res:rye shelf in library

Self-graded review quizzes

Texts mailed by bookstore

Videotapf7d classroom viewing

Ont, and one-half hours intensive discussion
aid reaction

Confere ces with faculty facilitator

is Radio

Cowiselling available

Nursing home student via mail, telephone and
cassette tapes

Greup assembled weekly in room with videotape

e Viewing some pia-- together for discussion
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Figure 3.5 (Continued)

ADDITIOt_ tea MATERIALS DEVELOPP

RSVP questions, learning prescription
format letters Miami-Dade ComnunitY

Supplemental student study guide

A list of basic theatre terms, etc.

Past decade production and critical reception
bibliography

Weekly self-study quiz

Brief plot summaries sent wee

Pre- and post-broadcast study guide

Videotapes of lectures

Supplemental library reading

Study questions

Orientation material

Lectures on literary history plus conversation
regarding television as a medium -- psychology
of viewing, rhetoric of the TV home

Specialist discussants used handouts in class

Additional research material was provided on
an individual basis

Procedure guide for independent students

Review sessions discussion questions

Term began before series started, so we added
two live plays

Questions on each play to be answered in writing

Forty-five minute ledture/slide presentation
on acting styles, audience study and period
covered by each play

Bibliographies for term papers

Local English instructor's notes

Lecture on historical and thematic developments
in theatre

Provided relevant filmstrips at the on-ampus
discussions
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CHAPTER IV

THE STUDENTS
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THE STUDENTS

Information about the students taking the Classic Theatre course

in 24 two- and four-year institutions across the country is derived

from 558 student questionnaires. As noted in the first chapter of

this report, this represents 35.8% of the 1,554 questionnaires sent

to stuakAts in 24 two- and four-year institutions. Generalizations

made in this section are presented in terns of average response

rates for two- and four-year students. Responses broken down by

individual institutions to selected questions are tabulated in

Appendix E.

The average age of all student respondents was 36 years. Over

SO% of the students wer -tween the ages of 26 and 45. More than

three-fourths vvre wem, , . 5% of the students were employed full-

time and an additional 18% were employed on a part-time basis

(Fig. 4.1). Of those employed, 28% were engaged in education-

related fields, 20% in busineFs, and the rest spread among many

other categories. Only 63 (11%) classified themselves as students.

Almost all students had participated in college level courses

prior to taking the Classic Theatre course. Ninety-eight per cent

had completed one or more years of college. Among students

enrolled in two-year institutions, nearly one-fourth had completed

more than four years of college. Nearly one-half in four-year

institutions had completed more than four years of college training

(Fig. 4,2).

Most of the students desired to continue their educational

training. We do not know how many already had degrees, but nearly

three-quarters aspired to receive a higher education degree.
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Figure 4.1

TA

o-Year four-Year çbined

Sex: Male

Fema e

Average Age

Employment.

94(261)
262(73%)

36

41(20%)

160(80%)

37

135(243)
422(76%)

36

Full-Time 261(73%) 150(75%) 11(74%)
Part-Time 67(19%) 32(16%) 99(18%)
Not employed 8( 2%) 4( 23) 12( 2%)

Age Ranged Detw
15 - 17 1(.3 ) 0 (.3%)

18 - 25 77(22 ) 32(161) 10 (20%)
26 - 35 122(35 ) 61(31%) 18 (331)

36 45 82(23 ) 56(28%) 138(25%)

46 - 60 65(18%) 46(231) 111(201)
Over 60 7( 2%) 3( 2%) 10( 2%)

_

354 198 552

No Response - 6

Figure 4.2

YEARS OF S

All

Completed one year of college 26% 9% 20%

Completed two years of college 27% 12% 22%

Completed three years of college 6% 101

Completed four years of college 9% 111

Completed more than four
years of college 23% 48%
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Nearly one-third wanted Barrhelor's degv..tes. More than one-third

R four-year institutions and nearly one-fourth in two-year

institutions hunted Master's degrees. A quarter of the students did

not indicate a formal educational goal (Fig. 4.3).

Figure 4.3

_EDUCAT1O.

Two-Year Four-Year All

A.A. Degree 11

Bachelor's Degree 301

Master's Degree 241 341

Doctoratc 61 71

None of the Above 301 241

Closely related in importance to their desire for educational

goals are the students' reasons for taking the course. Nearly half

f all the students wanted formal college credit (Fig. 4.4).

Additional evidence of their desire for further education is

reflected in enrollment data. Classic Theatre was not the anly

college course in which they were enrolled. Over 21% %%ere taking

other television courses and 43% were taking on-campus courses.

Thus, even while most Classic Theatre students were employed part-

or full-time, almost 65% were taRing more than one college-level

course for credit (Fig. 4.5).
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Igo re 4.4

RilASCNS FOR EM1IMJJNC
IN .njii_.CLAMIC THEATRE COME

TwOoar Four-Year f\ 1 1_

Need for linita 40::: 381, lot

Fel:sonal ilnric!-Tient oci', 671, 001

ConVeRick- SLt 641., 50%

Career AdA' ,:icement 10 '.5 nt 141,,

SatisCie.i 4.aior

Requirement 1_21, 17$ 1-11

U- her 134 121i 131

Note: Totals exceed 10015 as student could che6 as many
categories as they felt applied,

Fiore 4.3

E':IZOLWEVC F ((WES 7 FALL 1975

Two-Year
Students

Four-Year
Students

All
Studer s

Class Lc Theatre OuR 384* 45%** 411

Other Tv cour-50 73% 19% 22%

on-uppu,i cour, 44'1 421i 43%

* Percencagos are in toms o f the total number of
two-year students

** Percentages are in forms of the total number of
four-year studont

There was another fmlnidable reason for students enrolling

in Classic Theatre: personal enrichment. A review of Figure 4.4

shows that 66% of the students selected this broad category, while

ot the same time indicating their more practical motives. Their

8:3
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commnts ill Uflhi nate the scoiL of the ir interests.

Love theatre!!

BBC enthusiast, also J3rittsh theatre

O To help me 111 vriting fiction

1:01' help to exp res nyse 11 in vri

O Sounded kit t

Fun

Curiosity

An opportunity to study a newly-
acquired interest in theatre

Thought it ild be an interesting
Jass

cativo c

Interested in actmg

Enjoy humanities

Enjoy literature

for personal enr ent becomes a bit more 1ocLsed

wlion e that for 72%-of a u-I-Ta:s, Classic Theatre was

their 11 rt=i2Hosure to drama or literature 7-:rse.s (67% of ali

two-year students and 81% of all four-year idents). This coursc

piqued their curiosity and permitted exposure to a previously

unexplored area of study. They may have road literature and drama

before, but nearly three-fourths of them had net taken formi courses.

In simimary, students who enrolled. in Classic Theatre were pri-

marily mature adults with considerable college experience. They

had a continuing hiterest in fonnal education and wished to pursue

hig ee_. These students were also interested in expansion

into new subject areas.

nil() the: were att. cted by the traditional curriculum, they

were equally attracted by the non-traditionni delivery method.

many of the students WeTe employed full-time, Classic Theatre

at orded them the convenience an ,. che personal tr it ification which

8 I
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they bought. three-fourths of them, inde -ndent televised

instruction seemed to suit their needs.

STUFENT RESPONSE TO TELEUSTON

This research project also explored students' television vie i

habits before and after the Milne and their response to the

programs themselVes. While nearly all students (89%) had watched

public television progrmns before enrollinL in thi course, for

71% of the respondents overall Classic Theatre was their first

television course (Fig. 4.6). More two-year college students had

previous exposure to television courses. These- figuras, however,

conceal a high degree of regional and institutional variation in

responses, as shown by Figure 4.7. For example, it is not suipris-

ing that 42% of Miami-Dade Community Colic& students had previously

taken television courses; the Open CollPge there has used broadcast

TV as a medium for instruction for years. But whether they had

previous public television exposure or not, the students found the

television component both convenlLnt and itimulating in this course,

Fiore t

EwING HAp ITS

zbed a Publie 1eV1iran sr

Frequent
Infrequent iy

tio

301

51

before enrolhng

kATAcar M.

89% 901

55% 581
341 36%

5%

t type of p arn. did you watah on Public televicion
before enrolling in Class Theatre?

Educational 671 651 661
Docarrnentry 691 691
Cultural 731 ?el 74%

Public Service 331 33% 33%

Other 183/4 15% 171

Was Classic Theatre your firt televicion caurW

Yes 661 801 711
34% 20%



t011oge or Univerity (N)
. _ .

ArOaa .ity (11)

1411,er Hill CoolleitY 011ege 0)

6.0ral p, .111 6rlimnity College (171

Cl-kago t. .y.Wide College (12)

Iiilkhoro 1 (olunity College (2)1

Illinok State Uulverity (31)

1Tperial Valley (ollege (6)

lingshorough 0.111111m1tv College (33)

Lailing tloominity College (1(,)

;1giC,00 Comity Coll.ege (18)

lik,c, it i (ol Ivo (36)

WMi- ludo CONNUnitY COIllle (WI

k;',Ill OMIONdly (.0110U 122)

.:nrth Virginia Comunity College 1261

Pcoperhile University (151

Rio )londe hIlloilunity College (12)

:.1001h0r0 C0000ctir,0t.,,S1810 1101

hniversity of Calilernia at. !Ink (9)

li ,4.rsity of Hawaii (10)

11rdversity or Minnesota (22)

1lniv, 0[ Minneota Technical College (5)

Univer5ity of North Florida 121)

ltniversity of Virginia (19)

kst Liberty Stnte C30110gc (11)

Fiore 1, 7

(11, AI 21 111111118 lloo\foN NITITINNS

Have vim uk..lied a rubric 112 5tation

helore 01111111rib (lasir lheatre? W:iCl Theatre your 11;st V course'?

931
1Q
Lo 831 171

11% ,A

1001 U 111

981 No roponw 5/1 481

911 96 ,181

9M 16 911

831 171 1001

9h 91 105 611

881 01 041 61

891 No response 7/5 /81

971 31 81

981 a 581 421

951 SI 801 11%

9'11
45 921 8%

931
lq
, ,, 931 71

921 81
335 675

1001 0 801 201

1901 0 671 351

1001 0 (i6$ 441

821 (81 611 361

801 214 1001 0

9z$ 81 71$ 291

951 51
,

715 111 931 71



Since the broadcast plays were the crucial component of the

course pacing and schedule of plays are important to evaluate. For

58% of the students, the broadcast schedule and repeat viewing times

WOTO convenient, though an additional 33% said it was convenient Some

C tle time. Eighty-five per cent liked the pace of the course,

although lO of the two-year students did find the pace too fast

(Fig. 4.8).

Fi0ure 4.8

EGIEDULING

The broadcast schedule of the Previe

Two7Yedr Four-Year ATT.

Convenient 40% 53% 45%
Convenient samc of

the time 33% 35% 34%
iever convenient 11%

The broadcast . plays, inclLding the repeat
v1ewir0 times wAs

Convenient
Convoniont sow ot

t he t

N-ever convoniont

et%

The pace, of tho cour.,o, th broadca,ting ono new play
Q.Ich week , was ;

Too fast
Too ,

,fAL-:017

Compared to other college course- they had taken, 50% of the

students rated Classic Theatre about the same in terms of its

.fficul For 26% of the student population overall, it was more

difficult ig. 9).



In ccrvailson to othQ

:4orc

Lest; difficult

About the 3,wie
Never token collov

cour3e

LlT4O tAken, ft 1T courc

To-YeAr Fpur Al1

261

191

501

in the face of a fairly significan- Factor of difficulty (one

four of Cy,-.0, -.2TI21etipij the course foi,m,d it difficult), it

is important to note the persistence of students in their viewing

and studying. On the whole, respondents watched an average of twelve

plays aad ten previews. Seventy por cent of them indicated that they

were able to keep up with ass i ;me and when asked if they would

take another television course 88% of all the students answered

yes Fig. 4.1.0).

'%0111,1

1 1 1 1 I tOTO Jruc 1 or the.ltre

141

Figure 110
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12%



What did studcnt like about this course be dcs the po:P-in

enrichment and convenience it oM!red them? ,Ch common__ express

a variety of IL,,,ons. Said one student, w the actual perfoi

mances is a fantastic way to study drama and Hterature". Said

another, "The visual statement enhances [the] Instructional value of the

material covered and lends excitement to instructor-oriented

discussion". They felt a broad scope of material could be appropri-

ately presented, i.e. dranas, art, history, music, liteiat re. They

liked the quality of this series and found it extremely interesting

aad worthwhile. "It was a deep and rewarding experience." The

excellence of the programming impressed students. They felt it

a "...rare opportunity to view great plays and great acting".

Students learned a lot.about acting and theatre in this course.

They thought it was "...eas:, to understand stories through action".

Tho course was a "...comprehensive, individualized look at some

works which may not have been as clearly undelstood by conventional

classroom reading/discussion techniques."

Eighty per cent.of the respondents indicated an interest in

ing further courses in literature or drama whether offered on

campus or via television after taking the Classic Theatre course.

Further indication of their satisfaction is shown in this response:

89% would recommend it to family or friends if it were offered

cIlin (Fig. 4.10).

Besides wantinp, to take more literature or drama courses,

re were other suggoLtions of changes in the students as a result

taking this course. Some students indicated that they had

begun to read more and watch vblic television on a more regular

ba.s. Students' cuirunents included the following:

Now watch mostly educational TV on
Channel 24. Have always tried to
read good literature and pursue good

plays, etc.



First TV viewing in 8 ye---

Watch educ tonal TV more o- en now

Am reading G. B. Shaw

More alert to local drainati
productions available

Because the broadcasts mere so good,
I rim( it hard to enjoy broadcasts
of lower quality.

Family affair. We enjoy a. variety

of reading and entertainment.

We took out season subscriber theatre
tickets.

More awar, of media as lea-
.

ng

device.

Started a TV course directly after
this one.

Want to read more Ibsen and Chekov
and more history

More frequent TV watching

I am reading mere. I have become
more independent of my use of free
time.

I read a little more about theatre
in the newspape

RESPONSE TO MATERIALS

Mien examining student response to materials, it is imirtant to

have a general sense of the usefulness of all 'ources. By allowing

students to cheek as many categories as they felt applicable, the

effectiveness of each of thc soui:es can be ranked according to the

numbers of each categoly (Fi- 4.1i'; As would be expected, 'he

broadcast plays received the highest ranking with 64% checking them

most often. Following that, the text, Cfc TheatAe: The

Humak V'tzu4, was second .in usefulnes with PugAamme Nc-te

and Pt.mptinv, the udy guide, ranked 7is rhird most useful,

FAOM Scti'rot to P4oduato had least iifillness and inly about



a third fould tle broadcast pr-views most helpful. One-third of

the respondents checked "all of the above" category. Two- and four-

year students agreed in their ranking of the components. One

student SLIIIMIOd up the importance of all materials working togetft,

by indicating, "Between lectures, TV and rcadiv one gets a com

preheasive review of the subject. The TV ,,',roduction makes ft come

alive".

NC OF COURSE ONPONEWS,

Mitch d uI you tInd r,105t holptu

liroadcast

Broadcazt pliY
C-ea,$)4c Thoattj:

The HumaiL4Ibie

Ota:ria

TWO._ Four-Yvar C11

311 321

631

46' 41';

P,.log/7no_ Iiti -,d
P"amptows 331 401

F.om Sc:L(pt

AL, ot, tne dho 311 311

nen students were askec whether the course goals wore met by

the print materials provided, 96% said ye,;. Again, there was strong

concurrence in the responses from both two-year and four-year

institutions 98% from four-year colleges and 94% from two-yei_

colleges. Each bk viewed separately reflected the same high

response rate. S1t _fically, the study aids in Ptogteumme Notts

altd Ptompting,1 were found to be effective, and the introductory

Comments and explanation of tems in Camic Theatte: The HWIlarati-e/S

ui Dkraa were felt to be nearly 1-0 per cent effective (Fig. 4.12).



Figure 4.12

s,THDIAT AssEssexr OF PRINT' MATFILTALS.
4"

hooks used the

e intratL1l in a
made meeting

goals possible

Pack group a, art it: les in

Salit to Pdurfoti
for the 1.3 plays was help ul
in meeting some of the goals

L'ocycapme No.ta JAti Ptomptbigh

met its objective of aiding
integration of the Atading
and viewing parts of the
course

The following study aid
PIegaagme, aad Ptc,11:

were helpful:

The instruct ons at the
beginning of each unit on
"How to Approach the
Play"

"Learmixtg Objectives for
Studo,its" at the beginn ng

or each unit

atuly Otestions a-
of each unit

in

in the text. Ula-S. a Theatet
The Hcamakiitias in Oftama, the

"Introductory Cornents" and
esTlanation of terms
each play were helpful

Total Niaber
Agree Disavree Respondents

'OfC, 519

515

516

479

181

91 519

tmhc play, are the core of a course such as Cla:zsic Theatre.

Students wataed them with, in the words of one college student,

"a sort of dedication but a pleasant responsibility as well".

Students were asked which plays they liked the most and whn

the total ranking is foid in Figure 4.13.
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17ure 3,13

511.11) I% Or PLAYS 5fTIAT
(Two- and I 'H.m-Year Institutions Combined)

of the plays on thL! Clas -teat re ruoo.run did ou like the

nher of_ St

Hedda Gihler 195

kicheth 144

She Sto)ps to Conquer 140

Duck 135

The 1.11rcv Sisters 109

Ed\,ard LI 107

C.andide 104

The Duchess ot Ma lfi 05

Paradise Restored

Playooy of tViv Y:ostern lortd
Mrs, Warren's Profession 51

Trolawny of the "Wells"

4b

enralinlent nimlber. Some studer'

ap>arcntly tore than one aLcv,

fbsei'- .,as a-corded the highest rating by 195 students

from all coileges. Most students were impressed by the excellence

of the acting and the in-depth study of character Ibsen creates.

TheY thought the production was exciting and appreciated the set

decoration '.frid lighting effects. Perhaps because three-fourths of

the students were women, there was strong identification with Hodda.

ThtTy felt thnt Hedda GabteA "could very well be a modern drama with

a few dianges".

Shakespeare's Macbeth was the second most-liked play receiving

thi, rating by 144 students. Students were familiar with this play

and loved Shakespeare. They felt this presentation was above

average with, as one student commented, "excellence of acting, set

decoration and lighting effects". Many mentioned that Macbeth was

nicely adapted to television. flley liked the unusual use of

9
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camera work

She. S000 t- Conquek by Goldsmith received a close third in

i-sitive response (N-140). Coming after three tragedies in the

series, students welcomed the relief of comedy. They found it to

be very entertaining. They felt the acting was impressive.

"alaracters were well portrayed..:.[and the]...play itself ---

hilarious."

F u 4.14

STUDENT FtX1KING OF PLAYS NE 1

(Two- and Fcur=Year lasti:a Ions Lombin,24

Which of the play_ ort th- C1u Ic Theatre program
like the least?

of P1

Edwa:d 11 119

Candide 100

The Riva 00

Macbeth 61

The Wild Duck 53

Paradi=se Restred

Playboy of Lhe Western Wrtd 54

Trelawn of the -Wells- 54

The Duchess ol 52

Mrs. Warren's Profcion 44

She Stoops to Conquer 34

The Three Sisteil-p 31

Tedda Gabler 20

When it came to voicing their dislike, the highest negati-t

vote went to EcitvaAd II (N-119) Ti4:. 4.14). StIdents disliked

plot with its emphasis on Edward's lomosexuality w-d violence. They

did not identify with him por,onally and felt the acting was poor.

It appears the philosophical and literary values were lost in an

overdose of violence and morbidity for most students.



Caud :lc was the sec nd least liked (N.106). Stud its felt

it did not measure up to the other plays in the series. It was

described as boring and confusing. The production was hard to under-

stand perhaps because the dialect seemed difficult. One student

SWIATIOLI up the general complaint b, stating, "The ma erin didn't

seem suited to dramatic intemi_ :tion....[I] found it lc ificidl

and boring

Thc kqvaLs was third in meeting with student dislike. Studen

found thls production tiresome and shallow% As with Candi,de they

were overly aware of its artificiality. Some didn't care for comedy

of manners and found this production "- .slow-paced, irrelevant,

and repetitive".

Tle proviews received a more mixed response from students. The

course, as designed by UCSD and Coast, had not required viewing of

the previews, and this fact may explain in part the lower rating of

the previews in the tanking in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.15 summarizes

the students' answer to the question of whether the previews aided

i understanding the plays and suggests that for students who

watched the previews, the viewing was helpful. Informal comments

from tudents and faculty membeis suggested that the usefiflxicss of

the previews varied widely with some being quite boring and irrele-

vant and others pToviding fresh perspective and insight into the

play, playuright, and the production. This range of responses

suggests an uneVeluiess of the previews.

Figure 4-15

EVFE.ALUTtONOP T[E PRBIEWS

n idertanding The pi_

Does NAj NoRespon Total

79% 13% 4% 3% 558
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H e IflLlI litator For Theat-e cc Nes, in additi
eNan aiatton and p ILW1 1 II lig, was usual ly encouraged to he avai
ahl i to students hy phone, -Trice hours or mai In addition, there

s also the option of isc ission/roview sessions in which a
fic II ta to r cou lii njiswcr Student (11,10ti tj ons . Although almost all
schoo I prov i dcii some ki nd of faculty contact, not all students took

advantage oi the Almost aS nany students trt d to cont,ct
the far i 1 i ta tor (N,288 ) s those who di d not (N-238) 01 those who
d i d, 81", H qui I the imtructor eaLT to t each. Nearly all students
rocci ved cor r_'spondence from the faci tator (N.51.1) . Of those who

di 72 iroti all I nt i tut ions rot t the fad litator answered al l

dite:--4 ions. Uri ancc:; between I igures for two- and foti r- year inst i

are shom n iKure 4. 18. Students' cv:duat ions of the faculty

mond rs ranged iron very cri t lea I ("It w; is rut i le to call the

instructor", and "the teacher IV:Is ye iv antagonist ic and would not

al low inc to do extra crud i t research to improve lay grade" to very

pos t I VC l" elephone contact IA th instructor was essential" and

"course was greatly enhanced hy our regular monthlyineetings with
an outstandinit_ inst-uctor to guide our discussioas").
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t i s use lul to loo i'rangcuient at qoffie ind I v idual

inst i tut ions, 1)OCiUe i t reveals the dynamics o f the local cours e
systems at work. The Facilitator at Arizona St ate opted for no on-
campus discussions. The more dependent students found that because

or this, ...those [activities] used helped little without SoMeone

to eNp 1 a in certain th jugs!" There were thwe s tudents, howeve r,

who formed their own discussion group. One student commented,

"flirce of us took the course together and found it helpful to
compare idoas. Thirteen students responded that the televised
_meats_ V.TIV the. most usecul service they wore provided. The

lee Ling was that they "...could more deeply understand the play
because of the repeat'' . Perhaps because there were no fonnal.

di SCLiSs

Therc is the suggestion that where Facilitator contact is
limited primarily to answering questions about the form of the
cour t content that the students rely more on their

()ups here, the teleVi:4ed repeats became all the M

discussion oups, the repeats or the previews. A look at the
Illinois State Univers ty course seems to support this view.
sampling of continents from students there:
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advanced lor he Facia ty cont act by phone becamc very
important tor SOnle tt Ic Ii tc si tiAre background. levised
repeat s would NIVO enhanced study. (Mc student says : "IVc could
aot review the plays el flier oi cii Caw :4 a hunch cap.
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_ _

Faculty office hours by appointment

Faculty available via telephone

Facultv avai hth le by mai I

Three seminars ror open dis ion

I. is1 s ava i I able of students

interested in forming study rouHs

Televised repeats

St tilents relicd on televised repeats to provide tiem i. ith information

thcy may have iii i sscd the ft rst t ink.% They responded pos it ive ly to
carnplis iev iew 505510I1S . One student contented, "I did find It

difficult not being al)le to discuss the course in a classroom

tiat I on hut the convenience of be ng at home was worth it". No

Hientlon he ro 01 die usefulness oi oHie visits or telephone LOnt ac
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Faculty office hours

Faculty available via t lephone

Lxani preNration wvi 1

Library use

Four lectiires

Televised repents

Students at Liii s sclioo l, liked on-campus exwn review sesions and

the televised re eats and seemed to want more lectures. They felt

they were "most enriching". Clo$s interaction provided the opportu-

nity of becoming acquainted with other students and having discussions

with classmates. One student wrote, "The course would have been a

lot Moro ott riching if we had more clas' meetings on the plays".

No student offered information about telephone or office contac-

UNIVERSITY HAWAII

Faculty available via telephone

Radio Post-production discussion
each week. Students could call in
to discus.s the program.

O Televised repeats

This was a school offering no clasmin interaction and little

faculty contact. One student comnmated that it was "useful havi g

someone available to answer questionsP Most of the students found

the televised repeats wortd-Miiie to "...pick up details" There

were others who sirmleinented by reading other texts and listening

to tapes to enhance their understanding of the plays. The conven-

ience of television was stressed because of tho crowded conditions

at this school.
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Facul ty o i cc hours tel ephone
contact
Exam p rcjrl 911 icy I ow Hs 10115

C;1111p1.15 d S S i on roup

Off-campus meetings

Learning center

Prepared study guide:,-;

Televised repeats

tudcits believed the review sessions were of great benefit.

[review ses forced ,=ubject matter and I gained new id

and facts Crom it". The students wanted more of them. They

seemed for the most part to miss into raction with students and Feed-

back or, OXLMt-;. These students also Colt televised repeats were very

useful, especially in understanding the --lays. A few students agreed

that all activities were useful "for they all fulfilled the need of

the studene.

"rt

In suriuuart, for those students who wanted interaction with a

fac ity member and other students, two or more fonmal discussion

groups were very desirable. But this desire should be contrasted

with the hict that while many students missed the interaction,

over 11 68% of the students said "independent terevised instru

was ited to my needs", and 47% said that "feedback and interaction

was not necessary". Distance from the campus, full-time employment

or other factors often made it impossible for students to take advan-

tage of campus services, but these students still profited fram and

enjoyed the course. The Findings of this research suggest that the

local educational institution should be encouraged to provide services

for the home-based student to gain the interaction they want and

need wi hout necessarily requiring camus visits.
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CHAPTER V

THE FACULTY RESPONSE



THE FACULTY ESPONSE

The pj CtUFC that emerged from the kiculty-Faci 11 tator Quest Jonnaire

was that f culty were general ly pleased and their needs ,iatisfied

by the specially-prepared textbooks, the Adrninistratvc and Acadcmic

'.upport Package, and the overall integration of the Classic Theatre

course. The Faculty Quest:km.141:1.re, found in Append x C was sent

to 90 instructors in two- and four-year institutions.

Chapter 1, 45 were completed and returned. This chapt

ed in

out-

in some detail the ideas aid opinions -f the Instructors about

7ourse.

Some negative r,snonse canto i'ecl around the individual faculty

MenberIS lack of control owl course elements, particularly the

video tapes, which they often uished were available fbr loc

and review, and the broadcast schedule, which sometimes did not fit

with local school calendars. 'Two-year college faculty wore sometimes

critical of the level of diffictdty of the print matm id/or

test questions, noting that they suipal the capabilities of

introductory students. Others felt the test questions were simply

poorly formulated.

In spite of these criticisms, the fa_ lty tended to be

astic and seemed to have found ways to work around the difficulties

which the novel format presentod. Many offered special commendation

on the quality of the plays and the materials. Nearly all were

supportive of 1 : effort, and remain eager for involvement in
future offerings of this course and similar offerings.

The following axe summaries of the faculty response to selected
questions.
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Two due,-;t: i I

FACULTY RiiSP NSE TO PRINT MA' ALS
_

in the Pacu I ty- Faci lit ator Quest ionna i re wore directed

to the Caul s evalua t ion or the three-volume set of hooks used by
(;1 ic Theatre st udent14. The first question requested their

i'L'F)onse t the set us a. whole and its utility in helping students

achieve the course's stated objectives, and the second qu c;tion asked

for comment on individual volunes in the set.

Dv 12

(It ttlii ta-
t the_ booko ud w tha a

mee-way that -ZZowed .6.tudemts the. eouue

Tho response
both the two-year

mments revealed

of the goals (see

r the maWrials.

and four-year

sometimes fee ing

to this question was ovemhelmingly positive, at

and four-year levels, but the accompanying

SOW interesting reactions to the app rep ri ateness

page 3 of this report and the level of difficulty

These ractions split neatly between two-year

tutions, with the two-year institutions' faculty

0 materials were too difficult for their students

("Student should have some background in theatre study", "Everyone

cannot mad all of the ass4nments nor should a freshman be equated

with a grad student", "Yes but very difficult for those without

theatro/iiterature backgrounds") or too esoteric ("fhe material

should have been reviewed by literate people who were not 'inside'

literar)' drmatic history", "[Tile materials] would be better put

to use in a more specialized class situation".) The faculty of

year institutions occasionally felt that the materials were

suiTiciently sophisticated.("Yes, but in a somewhat hasty and

-rficial way".) Not one four-year facilitator thought the course

too difficult, nor a two-year facilitator who thought the course

too easy.

There was no agreement at all as to hol- well the three goals

were satisfied. Earh of the three received both affinntive arid



vc indications,

Thc majority or ts, howevel WOr0 laudatory, and it

WaS concluded that most or the institutions [Mid a way to adapt
the malei ials ruaSunaniy well to the levels oi preparation or their

students .

Pte, eunmnt on Ow: te o tiC n,C,5 u caoh oli tho, )

me,ot ij the CO (1,1AC. g 0 at5 . (S blee. RV aite. (LEM) Cli
QuitcVal with d0 6,yultb)n (_-) tVunS, ctaitity 4 -6-1,6Pili
tatCpWkin v 6 obiclai.,ce,S , and t omt oli eangaacy, lf'tJi euaCua .:tLUH .

L.,(1 the,sc a5pee,ts , ( 7),ii:iteciated.)

f:torri

The Ove raIl reaction to the quality ol Jonathan Saville s Pion
Scupt to PAM/Lotion 1US positive with some reservation about i-

OverL' tedmical language. As noted in Chapter III, there was some

evidence that not all schools used all or even parts of this book,

even though they rated its quality a, good. But from the respondents

the Faculty-Facilitator Questionnaire, the most frequently used

descriltor 0 this book was "useful" to the student, to the

instrUCtor, or to the attainment of the course objectives.
Again, there Was a mixed reaction among two-year college faC I

LIS to the level of di ficulty of the material for introductory

students. For its detractors, Ftom Saipt to PAoductc:ovi was ovcriy

technical, insufficiently interesting, or lacking in sufficient

background material to be wholly appropriate for beginning studeilts.

Once more, however, the Cour-year college faculty expressed no suth
reservat loin; .

it uould appear that the book wu general y a solid contribuUon

to the Classic Theatre course from a faculty point of view and t

further stylistic editing and the addition of an extensive glossary

of tem would render it even more valuable,
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P,tow/ammv

This tudy

and mpl4ngs

_e also received an w.ciall goucL t: o cceil cut rat ing

1 MITI I ;ICU I y memhe it rt C pi t Co, !' Again., the most

kcd comment was "nt;erti " or -he Ip fur The anguage did
lot appod r he `;1111( proh lem n I eit ipt to
l'wducicom, though some negative comnents were expressed about the

renunt, which involved sow, 1)1 ;ink I i nes at the end of chap rs and

-.0modhit (fl "m)rkhook" Thi app roach wis con-;idered

uselul, hut MA "pleas,ing".

Response to the level ot di f ri c l 0 the material presented

mixed, with eme two-year college faculty reclivg it was too

advanced, ant_C. some rOUr -yea r rdCll ILv

ihe combined COHUJ

n Scl,wt tu Ptudue

i de r ng I t s otneuhat

Notc.s wd PAomp_iag4 and

indi cate that the facu y perceive some

on between the values of pract ica Ii ty and ac denic soundness

on the one hand, and interest value and aesthetic appeal on the

other. This is a characteristic academic dilemma: Ii oir4 nuch weight

uld he given to accommodating and motivating students as com-

pared to demanding of theIfi ?

addressed in the p reporat ion

important this issue be

aterials as well as in the

ClaSSI'MMI. The issue is especially crucial III courses where they

may not be a classroom oppo rtun i ty as in a telcVisicn course.

CCas c. T hca (Ae: TILL flumaktities .61 Vkama

This volume received the strongest comendations of alt. It was

regarded as excellent in quality professionally written mnd

compiled; and an attrctiveIy bound basic book for the course.

Four-year college faculty often indicated that the volume was

"essential" to a course or this nature, while some two-year

faculty 5.-mred the students were not making u5.e of it as it
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more tirrie from them to read and watch the plays
to spending on one course.

The specially written 1ntroductis to the texts of the plays
were generally well-received. However the tcts of the lays

hnes

differed from and employed alternate tTanslations fr m the tele is ion
versions. Particular annoyance was regi_tered about the lacic o
indication, in the text of the aits employed in the telovi5 ion pro-
ductions. This made it difficult for students to folios: t_he script
while watching the production.

A few negative comments were m. de as to the high cost
three books, and one professor sugges ed that the hook of ilays be
made available in paperback to reduce the cost ii the flitule.

they were used

themselves came in for frequent cri ticirn s le

WE TEST BANK AND COURSE PROBLIMS

Do you queztioas -in -the tut bank meamite tehat .the wa

expecte o 4et dotth u the Loom-Ling Obj e cte 6ok ihe
Studeat , Ain the -study gai_de?

Forty-five faculty members responded to this question, an1 25, or
55%, answered "yes" without any qualifying cemnent- One coincided,
"Good job of testing on viewing experience as well as text of plays".
Nine per cent had mixed reactions, offering the view that -the
questions were adequate but could stand itnprovoinerit. For them, some
of the questions II ere either too del-winding (particularly rer lower
division students) or poorly formulated. Thirty-five per 4:ont had
generally negative reactions to the questions, feeling that they
were too general, too literal, tricky, irrelevant, or dill:lc:ult.
All those indicating that the questions were too difficult were
faculty of two-year colleges. This corresponds with ['acidly evalua-
tion of the print materials and objectives themselves, witlh i nunber
of two-year college faculty indicating that the material hrlis too

difficult cr sophisticated for in.troductory or lower d vi s
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UUIM

Sixteen ir cent answered simply

nature or thcii criticism.

(Oat otheA 4 oat
in 6cleiatatiln3 th44 COL14.5

The responses to this question were informa

imaginative, They are paraphrased below:

Video tapes Gor playback, we in the
classrooni, or individual reView
13 similar responses]

More background (social, historical,
cultural, performance history) on
each play [3 similar responses]

Still photographs illustrating
camera and production teChniques
(3 similar responses]

Additional library resou'
12 similar responses]

Study guide section which relates
multiple ,noice questions to
specific readings aad ob ectiv
12 similar responses]

SpeeiaL script annotatiens indicating
"theme" statements, character
development, and indications of
structure

with no Indication of

would have been e at to you

zuld some quite

Section ma ked Gor oral inteiTre-
tation exercises in tho classroom

More multiple choice questions

lixany le of a director's script

Woolimended objectives for various
academic lerels

LU
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FAWLTY RESPONSl TO TELEVLSTCX

The last question asked of the instructors of the Cl- sic Theatre

course WaS: "In your opinion, is television most specifically

Classic Theatre -- a successful way to provide access to humanities

materials?" Of the 53 msponses, 37 were quite positive and 14 said

yes hut with some reservations. Their answers and comments are

listed below,

Yes (unadorned by come ) [20j

Yes Ath further commen ations) [17]

Absolutely yes

Any visual media is atways in my
opinion) a more successful way of
teaching. In regard to the humanities
-- theatre specifically it's the
truly perfect teaching aid.

The Classic Theatre showings wore an
excellent access to the humanities.
Conmerc.ial TV is in my opinion
almost anti-humanistic.

Indeed it is.

Yes! Excellent!

Definitely

It certainly is

Superior

Better than reading

Marvelous pareille
mirabile di

Absolutely

Yes, extraordinar ly so.

Yes many cases it stimulated the
dcsirc to take oth r humanities
courses

Most certainly

Yes especiall "non-trot _ional"

students

Yes defi itely

Decidedly

Lit



Ye ith lification) [14]

Yes, with more personal contact
with the student, a difficulty
when one faculty member is
administering the course as a
part of his regular workload.

Classic Theatre is an excellent
mode for the presentation of
drama. However, I am not con-
vinced that this approach would
be equally successful in other
humanities areas.

Yes, when supplemented with
seminars.

Yes as instructor I would
also have liked to have had
films of the productions.

Interesting, yes. Successful,
I still have some reservations.

Yes, with more limited appli-
cation OT with E ch more
emphasis on required discussion
groups and s u

Prefer the live presenta
but...

It is one of the very best
long as it is handled as
professionally as this producti

Yes. But the humanities
questions require muCh broader
background than just theatre.

Yes, especially theatre

Humanities, yes; drama, no.
They need to see live productions,
but it is a good attempt.

Yes, but only if com&ned with
live teaching.

There are problems scheduling,
the distractions of a living
room as opposed to a theatre, etc.

but dhere are also great
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advantages. As I indicated
earlier, I found the opportunity
to discuss performances and the
plays themselves much more vivid
than merely reading texts; both
kinds of activity are necessary,
but this was a dhallenge and did
seen to be stinulating to the
students. We got beyond narrow
"what happened" questions to the
"why" I was pleased with that.
There were resources and opportu-
nities that would have never been
available to my students.

Yes though I want a real
seminar attached.

Mixed reaction or critical [2]

It could be: At my school it
was not so successful because
of limited financial and publi-
city investments and because of
the lack of cooperation of the
local PBS [station].

Film is better; live theatre is
best. In most cases, the tube
severely minimizes the impact of
drama.

A telltale response, which might indicate the general attitude of

faculty with respect to the Classic Theatre course, was the nearly

unanimously positive indication that they would indeed facilitate

another local offering of the course, should it be made available

to them in the future.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the research project formulated by Coast Community

College District and The University of California., San Diego was to

"evaluate the effectiveness of the Classic Theatre cours " on the

basis of three criteria;

1. The attitude toward and u ilizat on of course materials and
prescribed format by participating institutions.

2. The response to the course by students and the extent to
which the course reached a population not previously involved
in higher education.

3. Indications from both schools and students of further
interest in this mode of humanities presentation.

Even taking into account the limitations on our findings

imposed by problems with sample and experimental control, extens ve

information of a conclusive nature about all three measures was

generated.

The attitude toward and ut. ization of course materials

Faculty and administrators at local institutions gave a posi iv:

evaluation of the Classic Theatre course. The Classic Theatre

textbooks, specially prepared for the course, were generally found

to be helpful uld well-integrated. They were occasionally criticized

by two-year college faculty for being too demanding of introductory-

level students, and the examination questions were scored for being

hastily prepared Or poorly Eormulated. However, these criticisns

did not seem to detract significantly from what otherwise seemed

to be a positive experience for the faculty. Almost without
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exception, they considered television to be an effective mode of

delivery of humanities materials to the public.

Apart from the quality of the materials, faculty were mos

often concerned with the need for more interaction with students,

since Classic Theatre courses were most often offered in a corres-

pondence format with few on-campus sessions.

The play selection was often criticized as having too many of

one kind of play or not enough of another, but no consistent

pattern5 could be disceraed in these criticisms. There were fairly

clear patterns of pference that emerged among the plays presented.

These are documented in the body of this report, but have no further

significance to our research purposes.

The Preview segments which were aired previous to the broadcast

of each play received a mixed reaction. Many expressed straight-

forward reactions to the personalities of the speakers. This is

an interesting, if disconcerting, phenomenon, and apparently a result

of the fact that faculty mmbers who might hesitate to consider their

campus colleagues' personali;ies in evaluating their performance,

are still tempted to do so when they become TV per.zonalities. In

such a case, the standard of comparison is no longer that of

academic performance, but rather the standard of television perfor-

mance, a valid criteria when using a medium that has to attract

large numbers of viewers.

The variety of local couise varia ions defies general

description. The potential flexibility of the course components

was exercised, and most instructors and administrators found they

could work with the prescribed format of the oaurse. Three

criticisms regarding the course-format did emerge from the study.

First, the shrink-wrapping of the three books received some criticism,

in part because it added to the/Students' expenses. Second, the pre-

views (though not part of the formal cour- received some criticisms
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regarding the content and scheduling. Third, the un vailability

a non broadcast version, either videotapes Or filns, of the

television programs hampered the offering of review sessions for

students and led some schools to illegally tape programs off the

air for local use.

A significart majority of those institutions offering the

course offered five or fewer class meetings for students, indicating

a general orientation favorable to the off-campus, non-traditional

student. Attempts to promote the course to new students, to find

new mail ng lists, enlist the support of local newspapers and media,

to provide for registration and examinations through the mails, and

other similar services attested to further efforts directed toward

the same goal of reaching new students in new locations.

Ano her interesting finding should be mentioned here: Very

little uniformity in standards for the amount of reading, amount

of required classroom attendance, or the level of difficulty of

test questions existed from institution to institution, even when

limiting consideration only to a given level of credit, or number

of credit hours, awarded for participation in the course. This

lack of standard credit requirements would seem to necessitate the

kind of flexible approach taken by the Classic Theatre course, and

would prevent, for example, the strict designation of certain

ota.se objectives or test questions as being, say, "lower division",

or "introductory", and still others as being "upper division", or

"advanced". Am internal, intra-course ordering or grading of

readings, objectives, and test questions, however, would still seem

to be in order, to allow local institutions to select appropriate

assignments which are consistent with local standards.
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2. The
cou

onse o the cou
ulation no

education.

The studentst response was also generally approving, and often

enthusiastic. A majority of students indicated: 1) that they had

never taken a drama or literature course before, aad that they

inteaded to take more in the future; 2) that they had never taken

a television course before, and that they would be receptive to

taking more in the future; 3) that they would recommend the Classic

Theatre course to family and friends should it be offered again

in the future; and 4) that their reading, television viewing, and

entert inment habits had all been influenced by the experience of

the Classic Theatre course.

Student response to the reduced class loom attendance was

ambivalent: They missed it, wished it were possible to have more

interaction with faculty aad other students, yet the convenience

of the independent study-at-home format was a significant influen e

in their decision to take the course. The iortaxce of this

convenience factor is underscored if we take a look at who enrolled

in the course.

The average age of the two- and four-year students combined

was 36 years. Over SO% of the students were between the ages of

26 aad 45. More than three-fourths were women and 7

were e 10 ed ful ime. An ad 'tional 17.7 e e

which the

Only about 11% classified themselves as students,

Also, nearly one-fourth of the two-year college students, and one-

half of the four-year college students had completed more th

xartc_plisc4tion, prior to enrolling in the Classic

Theatre course. Nearly three-quarters aspired to a higher degree

So the typical student enrolling in the Classic Theatre course

was, perhaps a woman employed outside the home taking the course as a

part-time enrollee in a local institution, encouraged to enroll by the

i
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convenience of televised instruction aad the need for enr aliment-

learning, as much for personal growth as for the practical value

of the credits earned. This audience has come to be known as tha

"continuing education" audience, and constitutes.the most rapidly-

growing segment of the current Alational higher education clientele.

On the basis of this information, and further indications that

nearly all the students enrolled in Classic Theatre had at least

some prior college education, the course cannot be said to have

"reached a population not previously involved in higher education".

They are students not able to or willing to enroll for college

courses on campus and full-time and, thus, are a non-traditional

group of students. But, they are not new to or unaware of the values

of formal higher education. We can only speculate as to the reasons

for the limited reach of this series. First, institutional promotion

is normally limited to lists of previously enrolled students; another

factor is that public television programming appeals most directly

to the college-educated audience; the Classic Theatre fare itself

must be rated as "high-brow" in its appeal, when compared to "KojaW

or "Charlie's Angels" and other programs that are popular with the

mass audiences. We cannot say, in short, that the mass culture and

the academic culture were effectively bridged by the Classic Theatre

series.

On the average, students w ere comfor able with the pace of the

course, found it to be of about equal difficulty with comparable

courses in the traditional mode, completed the course in nUmbers

comparable to other courses, responded positively to the opportun ty

to view the plays they studied, felt the print materials were help-

ful and met the requirements of the course goals, found Hedda

GabetA their favorite play and Edwalcd 11 their least faorite, had

mixed feelings about the previews liked television courses, liked

drama and literature courses the Classic Theatre experience)

and intended to,take more of both
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3. Indications from both schools and students of further
in this mode o umanities resentation.

Faculty members, students, and administrators gave strong

support for future television courses covering humanities and other

academic curricula. While some schools indicated disappointment

in the local enrollments in the first Classic Theatre courses as

contrasted with more popular series such as The 46cent 04 Man, 154

two- and 86 four-year institutions were planning to offer the course

again around the second national broadcast of the series in

February, 1977. Many expected that increased promotional effor

due to the longer time for planning for the second course would

result in increased enrolhaents.

This researCh project sought evidence of increased student

interest in the humanities and television in several ways. First,

a majority of students, while having never had college courses in

drama, indicated that they would like to take more courses in this

subject matter as a result of taking this course. Large numbers

also volunteered comments suggesting that they had attended or

planned to attend more live theatre as well as cultural affairs

programming on public television. For 70% of the student respondents,

Classic Theatre was their first television course and 88% concluded

that they would take another television course if one were available.

The response of 56 faculty members surveyed for an in-depth

reaction to the Classic Theatre course also uncovered in general

a very enthusiastic group of academicians. All of them would be

willing to facilitate the course again and agreed that television

was an effective way to present humanities materials. Some of them

qualified their enthusiasm by wanting to require more faculty-

student interaction in addition to the viewing of television

programs.

* * *

addition to generating information relevant to the goals

'arch pojeet, much other new information was gained about



the phenomenon of a nationally broadcast television course. For

example, it was found that 12.1evisioncotselvesa-_ear_t_9,

have a follEa. Twenty-one per cent of the Classic Theatre

enrollees were taking other television courses simultaneously; 88%

would liketo take another television course; 56% of the students

indicated that the convenience of televised instruction was a

gnificant reason motivating their enrollment in this course. Also,

although only 27% of those enrolled nationally had previously taken

a television course, much higher percentages are found in those

specific regions where television courses have, in fact, been

offered before. For example, 42% of the Miami-Dade Community College

students enrolled in Classic Theatre had previously taken a tele-

vi.sion course. This is an encouraging finding for schools experi

menting with television instruction.

The uniqueness of the Classic Theatre COUTse eVerience for

all who became involved in it the course producers, the

pUblishers of the course materials, the administrators, faculty,

and students of the more than 250 institutions nationally that.

offered the course was underscored time and again as we looked

over the questionnaires, read their variety of solicited and

Unsolicited comments and talked to individuals involved in vari us

ways with the course.

The picture emerging from an examination of the oou -e cv

itself -- that is the work done by Coast and UCSD in cooperation with

WGBH, PBS Little, Brown and Company, etc. -- is a picture of

complexity. Chapter III of this study details this evolution, and, is
4dmittedly an introspective (and not totally unbiased) examination

Qf the organ ation, planning, and communicative channels which wro
created to produce the Classic Theatre course. The formative goals

r coast and UCSD in creating the course included the important

1 of fip2i11112.1, planned as it was for a varlety of

titutional types, levels of cre 't to be awarded and st dent

12 1
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audiences. The response indicates that thstitutions were, in fact,

able to use the COMO in a flexible fashion, through tne inclusion

of a multitude of special services, credit options, and uaurse

requirements implemented at the local level. These included certain

options whiCh were anticipated and recommended by the special

Adhinistrative and Academic Support Package, and others whiCh were

wholly unanticipated by Coast or UCSD. This dtVersity of usage leads

us to conclude that it is possible to create course !materials that

are highly designed and packaged without the necessity of their

being uniformly employed.

The significant opportunities for local faculty and administra-

tive input seemed to largely oouateract the "not invented here"

syndrome which has been heard so often in the past. Similarly, the

finding of diverse local usage should allay some of the often

expressed fears that the media will "homogenize" the educational

process if used on a large scale. We have seen that television and

print materials can be used in a manner that permits flexibility of

usage and significant diversity in the learning experience and

still provide unique and cost-effective education.

The cautionary note resulting from the findings of this study

is that local institutions must have the time, and effectively use

htc-21.i2gLyEll to 1) weigh local course design options, in light

of the considerations of credit value to be awarded, the nature of

the target audience, etc.; 2) permit faculty curriculum committees

opportunities for review of the course; 3) provide the necessary

lead time for the inclusion of the course description, dates, times

and course locations in course bulletins; 4) permit the preparation

of special promotional materials wad cannunications such as brochures,

news releases, newspaper advertisements, etc. -- particularly if a

new, or "non-traditional" student audience is sought for the course;

an 5) provide local faculty the opportunity for cnsative contri-

butions to the local course design, exam question preparation, etc.
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A significant poSential advantage of this kind of prograimning ts

that it can allow faculty to be f-ee of many of the traditional

burdens of presen- tion in favor of many other kinds of creative

involvement and interaction with students. This potential however,

can be severely hampered, and even lost if- communicatiow; become

bogged down or otherwise delayed.

Even with optimal efficient and effective conintm tions, ow-

ever, a significant limitation to available lead time for local

course implementation remains. Series such as CeaAsie Theatite:

The Humaniti,es kn V4ama, The Ascent o6 Man, and The Adams Ch4onicia

are produced, distributed to television stations, scheduled, and

broadcast entirely independently of the educational institutions

which have made such fortunate use of them, and the current practic

and procedures of the Public Television Service do not typically

permit the kind of lead-time for course production, distribution,

and local implementation that such institutions desire. IC PBS

continues to involve itself in the production and national distri-

bution of these and similar series, which are both excellent in

quality for the general audience and susceptible to academic treat-

ment for student audiences, it would be a welcome development for

such processes to be amended to permit more time for the educational

establishment to respond.

A phenomenon so new and so massive as the "na ional television

course" can in no way be conclusively evaluated on the basis of

just one study, or even just one course. This report provides only

tentative answers to certain questions. Many other questions need

to be raised and research conducted to find more answers and to

confirm or alter findings in this study. Findings reported here do

indicate, however, that the national television course is an

important development in higher education in terms of both

curriculum development and educational delivery, and should receive

increased attention by policy-makers and researchers alike.
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I n t he futtnv ntion should be directed to such issues as:

The experiences ..ind opiniort; of personnel ol public t.elcvi sion

s tat i ons , the l'uhlic Hroadcas t I ng v i ce and the Co rporat ion

Pub tic Bio;idcas t ing

2. The need to contact students who inquire about fl course such

an Cl a:,;s c Theat re hut do not en ro 1 1 to 1- i nd the i r reasons.

'the need for extensive 10611, as vi.v!li as nati onal studies, to

further characto the local differences pointed to in th is

report.

The need to contact students Who drop the I Once more

why!

The need for more controlled cxie ninientat ion which would
permit the isolation of specific variables affecting course
success in a given situation.

Higher education, and particula ly the humanities, have

ditionally relied heavily upon the lecture and the printed word

in learning transactions. These modes continue to be respected and

well-received by all segments of the educational community, and

'11 probably continue to function as staples of American higher

education insAtutions in the future. Ctas,sic TheatAe: The

HuntaiteA n Vitaffla, and other courses and educational innovations

in this vein, however, point a new direction and show the need for

the expansion of the presently limited repertoire of broadcast

courses. The evidence offered in this report suggests that the

medium of television can effectively add a new dimension to at

least certain kinds of learning, and at the same time can make that

learn _g available to increasing numbers of individuals who yearn

for it.
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NORMAN E, WATSON CHANCELLOR

November 19, 1975

Dear

ist G Trim inky Calm(' Dis rict
1370 ADAMS AVENUE COSTA MESA CALIFORNIA 92626

(714) 556-5556

The television course CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA is now

underway. We are delighted that you have chosen to participate in this
novel course offering, and we are interested in knowing how the course
has been received on your campus.

As yet are probably aware, this course represents a new approach to the
idea of making educational television truly feasible at the
post-secondary level.

We feel that it is time to begin to take a closer look at what we have
done and to gather useful data and reactions from the administrators,
faculty, and students across the country who are participating in the

course. The attached questionnaire is a preliminary survey, intended to
be completed while the course is in progress.

Would you please take a few minutes to fill out and return this

questionnaire? The data obtained will aid us invaluably in assessing
the overall feasibility and specific strengths and weaknesses of this

kind of programming. The results of our study will be available to you

upon its completion.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Leslie Purdy, Ed.D.
Coast Community College District
Director

LP:rw
Enclosure: Questionnaire #1

P.S.: If you are not in possession of the required information, please
pass the questionnaire on to the appropriate person.

ORANGE COAST COLLEGE
COSTA MESA 1 2 6

9GOLDEN WEST COLLEGE 1 1

HUNTINGTON BEACH



CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA

QUESTIONNAIRE

Insf.ructions: be filled out by person with the major responsibility
for the CLASSIC THEATRE course In higher education institution

NAME OF INSTITUTION:

Address:

Name of Respondent:

Position:

Phone No.:

InstItutions

A. Type: 2-year 4-year

B. public

C. Current total enrollment

private

D. If Extension or Continuing Education Division offered cou _e, what

ie average enrollment per term?

II. Course Data

Explanation of Matrix: Some institu ions offered CLASSIC THEATRE

with two or more credit options (e.g. a four-year college might have

red the course for lower division credit, upper division credit,

non-credit, or any combination of these options). Room has been

provided for information about each offering; if you I- ered the course

with only one credit option, list information under course #I.
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A. Credit Options: lower division

upper division

non-credit

H. Amount of c edit awarded:

Quirter or semrer credits? Q or S)

C. Course fee, if any:

D. Diviqlon/dept. offering course:

E. Total course enrollment:

F. No. of faculty! student contact hou s

Course #1 Course Course #3

Dia you provide any special services for studen- :?

Faculty office hours

Faculty available via telephone

Exam preparation review sessions

Campus discussion groups

Live use of closed circuit -levision

OffcarspLs meetings

Othe (Please list and describe briefly):

H. Did you develop any enrichment materials in addltton

place of those provided?

If yes please deser be:

a or in

No

128 121
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Administrative Problems/Reactions

What was your g n al reaction to the AdoiniStrative

and Academic Supporc Package? Was it generally useful to you?

Please fill in each of the blanks with a number bet een

1 and 5 (1 not at all us ful; 5 very useful)

corresponding'to your evaluation of each of the

package components.

Overview

Admini _rative Procedurea

Facilitator/Faculty Guide__

Sample Materials _

Publicity Materials

C. What other informatIon about the course would have

been useful?

Did your ina tion receive copies of

text materials on time? Yes

published

No . Were there

any difficulties in obta ning any of the ma els?

Describe:



/V, Faculty Role

A. How was the faculty member(s ) selected? Volunt er

B.

Appcintmeut

he/he compensated Release ime

Over-load pay_ Other

C. What role did he/she play in the course? (Check

those that apply.)

Course manager

Hscussion/seminar leader----

_ :Lecturer

Mode or of panel discussion or series lecturers

Guest Opeaker on lona radio or TV

Student evaluator (designing and/or grading examinatione)

Follow-up

A twO-part research project is underway concerning the use of

CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA nationwide.

Schools participating in this project will be aOked to supply

the names and address of studentb enrolled in the course. In

addition, administrators and faculty members will be aOked

for additional information.

A. Would you be willing to participa e in a more in-depth

study? Ye No

If you w -h to participate in this research ef ort,

please provide the name and address of the

facul /facilitator for the course(s).
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Name

Address

Tel phone No.:

VI. We would appreciate seeing copies of brochures, catalogues,

announcements, press releases, and other promotional materials for

the CLASSIC THEATRE course employed by your School.

Please mail this material plus this questionnaire to:

4-Year Institutions: Mr. Darrell Icenogle
University of California, San Diego
University Extension
P.O. Box 109 (Q-014)
La Jolla, CA 92093

2-Year Ins kit ons: Dr. Leslie Purdy
Coast Community College District
1370 Adams Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
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Cintm 1'0111111unit% oncae 1 /kti-Icl
1:#711.\th1111%,kvt:ntie
CosIti :41cNii,Cit1111)1-0111 9262( i
( 7141 AFIli-5A;i4

I iiivcrIlv ( 11111m-01i! JxIit.Iti iii i)li:t111
109(Q-014)

4()111k.("Lt111+,nila 92037
1 r 141452-3446

Marcl 1976

Doar Colleague:

iajD1W4

Thankyou for completing our recent questi nnaire concerning your
institution's use of the television course CLASSIC THEATRE: THE

HUMANITIES IN DRAMA. We appreciate that you indicated your will-in n

to participate in a more in-depth stage of this research project.

Enclosed is a questionnaire that focuses attention on the administrative

aspects of this course. We are as erested in your problems as we are in your

successes. If there is someone else in your institution who can
better complete this questionnaire, we would appreciate your forwarding
it to that person.

Also enclosed is an addressed postage-paid envelope for your convenience
in returning this survey. If you have aniquestions, do not hesitate to

contact us.

Thank you againJor your assistance.

Sinc

Leslie Purdy, Ed.D.
Instructional Design Specialist
Coast Community CO11ege District
1370 Adams Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Tel.:-714-556-5534

LP; rw

1:

Darrell Icenogle
Administrative Analyst
University of California, San Diego
Extension
E.O. Box 1Q9 (Q-014)
La Jolla, CA 92093
Tel.: 714-452-3836
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NAME OF INSTITUTION

CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA

QUESTIONNAIRE #2

NAME OF ADMINISTRATOR:

Position:

Was Ce4.54iC TItaatjtg your school's

television course?
sperIenco h of ing a

Yes

No

Number of TV courses offered previously over semesters/terms

Number of TV courses (if any) concurrent with CLia._ Theatte offering

Average enrollment in other TV courses

Average completion rate in other TV courses %

2. What was the initial enrollment for the Ct.a.6.541C Theatlte. cour

3. How many completed the course

How does the completion rate compare w h:

those of other extension or continuing educatj courses

those of similar on-campus courses within the humanities.

5. What promotional techniques did you employ for the Ct4.64,4C Theatte course

On campus:
Posters
Brochures
Announcements by instructors
or counselors
_Class schedules
Other

Where possible, please tell us how often
as the total riumber of TV announcements, etc.

Off campus:
Mailed brochures
Radio announcements
TV announcements
Newspapers
Other

You used these technique_ such

ii
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Questionnaire f2

Pl!ame describe Your relationship with local PBS station staff regarding
Cia,544.0 ThcatAil, Were they cooperative, did they contribute any
suggestions for promotional activities, etc.

Did you have any administrative problems with the course (Examples;

delayed book orders, 5 difference in the scheduled airing of Cfah4ig
Theatte and }rot-1r own term/semester scheduling, etc.).

ere the administrative costs for C.ea6aic Theatte
more, or comparable to thOSe for at on-camp _ class

at your school.

9. Please provide the following in ormation on Ca4c T1iCcit enrollees
to the extent your deta-gathering facilities allow.

% males % females

first-time students at your school

% enrolled in oft-campus courses also

Z part-time (parc-time being less than unit

full-tiMe

Any data on ages of students:

Any additional deMograPhic information:

10. Does your school plan at this time to offer CPa.Lc Theatte again?

(It not, please explain)

11. lf you do offer this TV course in the future, what kinds, if any,
administrat e do you plan to make?

-2-
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Quo ionnaire #2

12. Since fering Ceaabic Theatte, have you been able to determine any
changes in enrollment patterns for

9n-campus drama courses

on-campus liwrature courses

_ _current TV courses (if any)

13. If your enrollment for Cta46ie Thea was appreciably less than you
anticipated, can you attribute the lack of response to anything spec ic?

14. Based an your experience with Ca44ic TheAtte, do you feel that this mode
of instruction is/can be a successful way to provide acceas to
humanities materials?

2/76
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ticcs Diam
( (ni.4t ( I /is I
1 370 .1datils
(.0%1n Mcsa. ( .a1110rilla 1)2621i
( 714) .156,5534

I 'ItIvcrs115: I If CallIonlIn Ex( San 1 /1
Box 109 ( Q-9141

1.:1 IflhII Callforffin 92037
( 714)452-3440

march 1976

Dear Colleague:

We are informed that you were the faculty/facilitator at your institution
for the television course CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA. We
are conducting a nationwide research project on the use of this course by
two-year and four-year higher education institutions, and we would
appreciate your assistance in evaluating it. Information obtained from
this study will be made available to your in_ itution.

Enclosed is,a questionnaire that focuses on the academic content as well
as the process of administering this television course. We would
appreciate your taking a few minutes to complete this questionnaire and
returning it to us in the enclosed postage-paid envelope. If there is
someone else in your school who can better complete this questionnaire,
we would appreciate your forwarding it to that person. ,

Thank you again for your assistance. Courses such as CLASSIC THEATRE: THE
HUMANITIES IN DRAMA are indeed experimental, and we need your assistance in
revising and improving this and other television courses. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Leslie Purdy, Ed.D.
Instructional Design Specialist
Coast Community College District
1370 Adams Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Tel.: (714) 556-5534

LP :rw

Sincerely,

Enclosure: Faculty/Facilitator Questionnai

1 3 8

Darrell Icenogle
Administrative Analyst
University of California, San Diego
Extension
P.O. Box 109 (Q-014)
La Jolla, CA 92093
Tel.: (714) 452-3836

-e
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INSTITUTION

CLASSIC TREATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA

FACULTY/VAC ITATOR UESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTOR OF RECORD

DEPARTMENT/DIVISION

Part I

1. Was Classic Theatre your first experience in facilitating a TV cour

no

2. With what kinds of resources were you provided?
clerical assistance
_grader of exams
release time or other compensation to develop additional materials
other

3. Please indicate which of tha following support services were offered to
Classic Theatre students ar your school:

On-campus review sesSions, lectures, or seminars:
How many were conducted?_
Were they optional__ or required

_Broadcast review sessions
TV Taped or live
Radio Taped or live

_Taped broadcasts of the plays available to the student for viewing on campus

Independent study groups. (If you did initiate Such a service, please include
8 brief description of its organization and your assessment of its success in
terms of participation, ef ect on completion rates, and mourse enhancement.)

Tutorial services-
Library privileges
_Student newsletter (please specify number of issues and include a sample copy)
Information available by telephone
Other

4. Did you send an introductory letter to Classic Theatre enrollees?
yes (please include a copy)
no: If you did not, what was your school's initial contact with the student?

ase check any of the following that Were sent to Classic Theatre udents:

mail-back quizzes or study questions
reminders of review sessions, test dates, etc.
calendar or schedule of on-campus events such as playa, films, lectures, etc.
other (please specify)

6. Did you maintain regular office hours ter Classic Theatre students?
____yea (number of hours per week )

no: If you did not haVe regular office hours, what avenue for
student contact was used%

7. Please estimate the percentage of Classic Theatre students who contacted you at
least once either by telephone or in person

8. How would you characterize the kinds of questions students raised when
contacting you? (Please indicate by percentage.)

Concert with course mechanics, e.g., times and dates of testing, reviews, etc.
Personal, e.g., inability kn keep up with course work, conflict in
scheduling for tests, reviews, etc.
Concern with course content, e.g., differing interpretation of course
desire for additional sources, etc.
Other

-1-
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9. Please use the space provided below to indicate your impressions, based on the
kinds of student contact you experienced plus any additional information available to
you, Of the kind of student you were dealing with in Classic Theatre. For example,
were there more men or women, were they involved in the course more for reasons of
self enrichment than to earn needed units, did they evidence any background in drama
or literature, what was their previous exposure to a college.level course, etc.

Part II

Part II: Administrative Support Materials_and Course Comnonents

Did you receive the Academic and Administrative Support Paakage for the Classic
Theatre course?

Yea
no
parts of it

Did you find th "check list of responsibilities" in the Facil Faculty Guide
useful?
_es

_no

somewhat

Do you now eel that any of the responsibilities enumerated in the Guide should
have received greater emphasis?

"

Did you find there were course administration problems not mentioned in the Guide?
no

_yes:

What type(s) of asSessment devices did you use in this course?
multiple choice
eseay

_oral exams
on-campus midterm and final
take-home midterm and final
written projects/papers (haw many) _

series of tests replacing midterm and final:
(eumber and type)
other assignments:

Total number of tests adminiateredv_

6. Were your test questions drawn solely from the bank of test questiOns in the
Administrative Support Package?
__yes, all were

none were
:some were (percentage

7. If you did use test bank questions, what were your criteria for seleetion?

Do you feel that the questions in ehe test bank meaeure w
expected to know aa set forth in "Learning Objectives for th
Study Guide Pulpamme Note4 /hd Ramptinge

he stUdent
dent," in the

-2-
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9. If you developed sow or all of th used, what was your rationale for doing so?

If you used multiple choice questions, did you do an item analysis?

----Yea
no

Did you adopt any of the quest ons in the test bank for study purposes?
no
yes: were these presented to the student as optional

or 'required_

12. What other information or support material would have been useful to you in
facilitating this course?

13. Did this course satisfy elective or major_ course requirements at your school?

14. What was the initial enrollment figure for this course?

15. How many students completed the course?

16. Please describe as best you can the reasons for course withdrawals:

Yart_III

While the televised plays are the core of a course like Classic Theatre, the print
materials were designed co aid the student achieve the goals stated for the course.
Those goals are:

* to understand the social and historical backgrounds of 17tht 18th, and
19th century European drama

* to understand'the origins, form, and literary importance of the cla _ c works,
leading to the viewing and enjoyment of the plays themselves

* to learn the techniques of interpretation, analysis, and critici m of drama

1. Do you think that the three books used in this course (Flom Sclipt to Ploductio
Pnogumme Not24 and Pumptings, and Ctcosic Theatu: The Humanes Liz 174ama)
were integrated in a way that allowed students to meet the goals stated above?

2. Please comment on the usefulness of each of the three sources in meeting the course
goals. (Since we are also aware of students' concern with definition of terms,
clarity of instructions, statements of objectives, and level of language, your
evaluation of these aspects is appreciated.)

FAOM SChipt to Ptoduetion:

Pugumme ot and Flo ptings:

'e Theatte: The Humanities in atama:
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What is your opinion of the Classic Theatre Previews, e.g., do you feel they
contributed to the student's understanding of the play, were some more relevant
than others, etc.

4. What is your opinion of the scheduling of the course in your area, e.g., the rate
of presentation (one new play per week), the time that separated the Preview from
the performance, etc.

Do you feel that one viewing of the play, providing the student kept up with
assigned reading, was sufficient for most students?

6. Did your students provide'you with any feedback that would enable you t0 identify
more and less wellreceived plays? Which were the most wellreceived playa?
Which were the least wellreceived plays? Can you isolate reasons for these
choices?

What is your opinion of bringing together the actual vieving and reading of plays
in teaching a course on drama?

6. In your opinion, is televisionmost specifically, Classic Theatre--a successful
way to provide access to huManities materials?

Would you facilitate this course again?

3/76
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Coast Coinnumity College Ihstrici
1370 Adams Avenue
Costa Nlesa, California 92626
( 714)556-M34
1Thiversity of California Exteusion, St
P.O. Box 109 Q-014 )

,Jolla, California 92037
( 714)452-3446

March, 1976

Dear Student:

Last fall you enrolled in the TV course, CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES

IN DRAMA. Whether or not you completed this course, your opinions about
it are important to us.

The National Endowment for the Humanities has given the Coast Community
College District, Costa Mesa, California, and the University of California,
San Diego, a grant to study the reaction to Classic Theatre by the 275
colleges and universities that offered the course. Student evaluation is
most necessary to this kind of research project, and we would like to ask
you for information regarding your experience in this TV course.

A questionnaire is enclosed that Tequires only a few minutes to fill out.
We have provided a postpaid return envelope addressed to the Coast Community
College District. We would like to emphasize,- however, that these materials
were sent to the particular school through which you enrolled in Classic
Theatre, and it in tura sent them to you. In dhis way both confidentiality

and anonymity have been respected.

Again, your assistance would be greatly appreciated; we urge you to take the
few minutes necessary to answer the following questions.

Sincerely,

Darrell Icenogle
Administrative Analyst
University of California, San Diego
Extension
P.O. Box 109 (Q-014)
La Jolla, CA 92093
Tel.: 714/452-3836

144

Leslie Purdy, Ed.D.
Instructional Design Specialist
Coast Community College District
1370 Adams Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Tel.: 714/556-5534
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1. What is your age?

2. What is your sex?
Male

CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA

Student Questionnaire

Section I

Female

What is your occupation?
Do you pursue it:

full time
part time

If you do not work outs de your home, whIch of the following best descr you;

homemaker
student
retired

unemployed
other

4. How many years of school have you com leted?
__less than high school

_ high school
1 year of college
2 years of college_

3 years of college
4 years of college
MOTO than 4 years of college

5. What are your formal educational goa
A.A. degree

or B.S. degree
M.A. or M.S. degree

_ Ph.D. or other doctorate
none of the above

which college or university did you enroll for the Classic Theatre
course?

7. Please check your te_son(s) for enrolling in Classic Theatre.
_need for units

_Ipersonal enrichment
convenience of televised instruction

career advancement
Aatisfies requirement in major field of study
_other (please indicate)

8. During the Fall 1975 semester, were you enrolled
in Classic Theatre only
in other TV courses (also number of units
_in on-campus courses (number of units_ )

Total number of units carried

9. Was Classic Theatre your first TV course?
Yes
No

Number af other TV courses taken
Number of TV courses completed
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H-w did you first hear about Classic Theatre?
Mailed brochure
Brochure obtained on campus
Newspaper ad or article
Magazine ad or article
Class schedule
TV announcement
Word-of-mouth
Other (please indicate

11. Have you taken any drama or literature courses prior to your experience with
Classic Theatre:

No

Yes (How long ago was the last course?

12. While taking Classic Theatre, did you do any of the following?
contact the facilitator (eitheC by telephone or in person)
.attend an on-campus review session
initiate or join any kind of student discussion or study group
use the media center to review any of the plays
use the campus library for any additional reading for the course
attend any campus-sponsored theatrical productions
attend other theatrical productions
yiew televised repeats of any of the piys

Please use the space below to indicate your opinion of the usefulness or
course enhancement of any of these activities in which you were involved.

14: Did you complete the course?
Yes

_No, because
If you did not complete the course , did you

continue to view the plays, although no longer for credit
discontinue viewing Classic Theatre altogether

15. Would you take another TV course? Briefly give reasons.

16. After taking Classic Theatre, would you take other courses, whether televised
or on a campus, in literature, drama, or the theatre?
____yes

_no

undecided

17. How would you you compare Classic Theatre to o her college courses you may have taken?

more difficult
leas difficult

__about the same
_have never taken a college c

-2-
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Section II

This section of the questionnaire is concerned with your evaluation of:
a) the course cooponenta cf classic Theatre
b) the administration of the course
c), your study habits in the course

Please read the material carefully and rank your answers ac:ording to the following scale:
(2) (3) (4)

strongly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree

does not
apply

COURSE COMPONEM
While the televised playa themselves are the core of a course like Classic

Theatre, the print materials were designed to aid you achieve the goals for all
Classic Theatre students. Those goals are:

*Co understand the social and historical backgrounds of 17th, 18th, and
19th century EuroPegin drama

*to understand the origins, form, and literary importance of the cicssic
works, leading to the viewing and enjoyment of the plays themselves

*to learn the techniques of interpretation, analysis, and criticism of drama

1. The three books used in the course (Cta44ic Theatice: The Humanitiu in Pima,
Pitogtome Note4 and PAOmpt4Ing4, and Ftom Setipt to Ptoductisn) were integrated
in a way that made meeting the above-stated goals possible.

2. Each group of article0 in Fitem ScA4t CO P4oduCtion for the 13 plays
was helpful in meeting some of the goals stated above.

3. Ptogitamme Note4 and PAZmptinga met its objective of aiding integration
of the reading and viewing parts of the course.

4. The following study aids in Pxngtamme Note4 and Fkomtthg were helpful:
a)The instructions at the beginning of each unit on "How to Approach the Play"(
b)The "Learning objectives for Students" at the beginning of each unit
c)The Study Questions at the end of each unit

5. In the text, eta44ic Theatte; The HOManitie4 in Dita.Ma, the "Introductory
Comments" and explanation of terms with each play were helpful.

6. Viewing the half-hour segments entitled "Classic Theatre Preview" aided
in understanding the plays. ( )

7. Viewing repeats of (some or all of) the plays was helphil.

B. ADMINISTRATION OF TUE COURsE

1. The broadcast schedule of the playa, including the repeat viewing
convenient
convenient Some of the time
never convenient
On what channel did you view most of the telecasts?

2. The broadcast schedule of the Preview was:
convenient
convenient some 0f the time
never convenient
I did not watch the Previews

3. There were 13 plays in the series and 13 Previews. Of these, I watched
_number of plaYs
number of Previews

4. If you did view most or j.l of the Previews, did you
of time separating the Preview from the play was:

satisfactory

_ should have been immediately before the play itself

5. The pace of the course, that is, broadcasting one new play
_too fast
too slow
_satisfactory

times was:

-3-
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The number of on-campus review sessions scheduled was:
sufficient
insufficient
did not attend:
(If you did not attend, which of the following apply?)

_inconvenient scheduling
inability to come to campus or location of review
not necessary to understanding of course materials
other

7. The correspondence received from the college facultY-facilitator:
answered all questions about the course
left out necessary information
was inadequate

8. Indicate the number Of timeO you contacted (either by phone or in person)
the course facilitator.

not at all The facili ator was: easy to reach

_once difficult to reach

occasionally halpful

frequently not helpful

9. Were you able to obtain the Classic Theatre books:

_ by the time the course started
not until after the course started
did not buy the books

10. Did you obtain them:
at the campus bookstore
by mail
other_

Did you feel the coat of the bo ks was:
reasonable
unreasonable

12. What were the methods of testing for this course on your campus?

_ multiple choice (midterm and final)
self-administered study test and answers
essays in place of midterm and final
other_

In your opinion, was this type of testing:
_suitable for a course like Classic Theatre
not suitable:
What type(s) of testing would have been better?

14. Did you feel that the grading system used was:
fair in measuring your work
not fair

15. Was the communication from your c llege, e.g.. letters from he
faculty-facilitator, reminders of test dates etc.,:

sufficient for you
not frequent enough
not necessary after the first one

_ other

C. STUDY HABITS

1. Which of the following statements best describ s your s udy habits?
I usually keep up with my assigned work
I tend to put off assignments until the last minute
I tend to fall behind in assigned work

When I begin an assignment, I usually work on it until I have comple ed it
I tend to work ou an assignment in more than ena session

az-fairly consistent in my study habits
am not very consistent in -my study habits

-4°
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2. In the Classic Theatre TV course, did you find that You:
did not have enough time to study for the course
were Usually able to complete assignments each week
usually studied according to Che recoMnendations set fo h in the
study gOide, P4OgA4M Note4 and Romp-CIAO
developed a new approach to studying for this course

Which of the folleVing sources did you find Most helpful? (Check as many

as you feel apply)
the broadcast previews

_the broadcast plays
the text of plays (La4Lt The The wn an4.ti in Vagina)

Ognemine Note4 and Pugmxtagh
Fitosi SeAtpt to Pkodactisn
all Of the aboVe were equally helpful

In comparing Classic Theatre with on-csmpOS courses you may have taken,
did you find that:

_you missed the feedback and interaction of most classroom ituations
Classic Theatre was constructed in a way that made these features unnecessary

_ it VOuld have been helpful to have studied with other students
the independence allowed by televised instruction was well suited to your needs

Section III

1. Which of the plays on the Classic Theatre program did you like the most?
Please naMe them and indicate briefly why you liked them.

Which Plea did you like the least? Why

Did your experience in hi- course change anty of your:

No Yea

TV viewing habita ( ) ( )

Reading habits ( ) ( )

EntertainMent attivities ( ) ( )

4. Have you watched a public television station before
n0

----frequent
infrequent

5. Have you watched eny programs on public televisl

Describe briefly

.4c1
_yes: Whet types of prog arming have you vi

_ educational--
documentary

_ cultural
yublic service
other

ng in Cleo ic Theatre?

ce the end of course?

6. Would you recommend Classic Theatre to your family or f ienda if the course
is offered again?

_no

--Yes

3/76
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APPENDIX E

RAW DATA

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE DIVIDED BY 24 INSTITUTIONS

OFFERING CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN DRAMA
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Students Enrolled

Students PeturnIng

Questionnaire

Students with 0Lt.2

2 Years of college

Students with 12.1

4 Years of college

Classic Theatre 1413

first TV course

Thu correspondeno received

from college faculty/

facilitator:

kiseered all questions

left out necessary

in forts tion

lbs adequate

Felt the grsdthg system wal3

measuring work

Would recommend Classic

Theatre to folly or
friends if course were

off ered again

Ilave taken drama or

literature courses prior

to Classic Theatre

Would take another TV

course

FtAW OAM STUDENT QUENTIN/WU

24 INSTITUTIONS OFFERING CLASSIC TWIRE: TR HUMANITIES IN DRAMA

Arizona

State

(Joie

71

Bunker

Mill

C,C,

28

Gent ro 1

Piedmont

C,C,

Cliicsgo

Inner-City

Institute

Hillsborough

C,C,

Illinois

State U,

kNorms1).

84

Imperial

Valley

Colley

Ringsborough

C,C,

42 150 100 11 88

41 (531) 9(321) 17(40%) 41(34%) 23 (23%) 31 (37 6(55%) 3 13%)

9,8% 44,42 29.4% 23.81 39.12 22. 6% 50, 0% 45, 5%

78,12 11,1: 29,4% 9,51 -0- 9,71 0 1,01

82,92 10 01 58,81 52,41 47,8% 93.6% 100, 0% 39.41

58.52 88,91 88,11 57,11 52.2% 77.4% 661 7% 75,8%

9,87 11.11 + 14,32 6,7% 3,2: -0- 3,0:

26.82 4 11,8: 16,71 39.1% 16,1% 16.71 12.1%

13,ZZ 100,01 94,1% 13,82 56,5% 83,9% 68.71 90.9/

87,8Z -0- 82.4% 85,72 56,5% 93,61 + 97%

4.9Z 33.12 17172 45 21 69,61 25.81 16.72 36.4/

86.6% 88.92 88,22 95.22 65,21 87,11 100.0% 87.92
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RAW DATA - STUDENT WESTIONNAIHE

21 INslairrIoNs OFFERING CLASSIC THEATRE: I1E MIMS IN DRAMA

Students Enrolled

Students returning

questionnaire

Students with 112

2 years of college

Students with uLt2

4 years of college

Classic Theatre wan

first TV course

The correspondence received

froo college faculty/

facilitator:

Lansing

C,C,

12

12(4)

23.0%

6.32

93,8%

Answered all questions 37.5%

Left cut necessary

information -0-

WAS adetinflte az

Felt the grading system

wan fAir in measuring work 81.32

Would recommend Classic

theatre to family or frieuda

if course vete offered again 81,3%

Have taken drama or

literature courses prior

to Classic Theatre

liould take another TV

course

-

81.52

Maricopn

County

C.(.

Merritt

Collse

Miami

-Hada

c.c

Nom
c.r,

North

Virginia

Ca,

30 129 280 58 69

18(60t) 37(212) 92(332) 22(3$2) 6%)

55. % 19, 4% 11,4% 4.62 19. 2t

11.1% 8.3% 8, 1% 4 19.2%

72,2% 91.12 51.6% 86.62 92.1!

11,1% 83.3% 58.1% 68.2% 76,92

22.21 .0' 15.2% 18.2% 4 =

50.0% 5.6% 15.21 13.6% 19,2%

27,82 611% 71,1% 81.8% 60.12

66,1% 91.1% 84,8% 95.5% 96.22

33,31 22.1% 26.1% 31.82 38.51

83.32 86.1% 87.0% 90.92 84,61

Pepperdine Rio Hondo

University C,C,

40 05

15(30%) 12(142)

-0-

6,7% LA

93.3% 33,3%

53.3% 66.7%

812

46.1% 8, 3%

66.72 91,7%

93.3% 100,02

13. 3% 50,0%

80. 0% 83.0%
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RAW DATA STUDENT %ASTI NNAIRE

24 iNSTiTUTIONS 0FEERINC CLASSIC THEATRE: THE HUMANITIES IN 0RJIA

Students Enrolled

Students returning

Southern

Connecticut

State

Univ. of

California

at Davie

U, of

Ugwaii

Univ. of

Minnesota

Univ. of_
Minnesota

leoh,Coll.

U. of

North

Florida

Univ. of

yilglal

41

West

Liberty

State

34 12 35 35 60 30

questionnaire 10(2 8(66%)
16( 22(6 %) 5 24(40%) 19 (46%) 14(46%)

Students with Ints

30.0 ILI% 12 60.0% 16,7% 21.1% 7,1%years of coilege

Students with Ilt_to

30.0% -0- 12.5% 22.7% -0- 16.7% 21.1% 28,6%4 years of college

Classic Theatre was

first TV course 80.0% 66.7% 56.2% 63.6% 100.02 70.8% 89.5% 92.9%

The cur espondonce received

from college faculty/

facilitator:

Answered all questions 60.0% 55.6% 93.8% 72.7% 100.0% 87.5% 57,9% 78 6

Left out necessary

information -0- - 22.2% -0- 4.6% -0- -a- 10. 9% -0-

Wac adequate 20.0% 22.2% 18.2% 4.2% 26,3% 14.3%

Felt the grading system was

measuring work 80.01 88.9% 100.0% 86.4% IMO% 70.8% 79,0% 85.7%

Would recommend Classic

Theatre to family or

friends if course were

offered again 100.0% 77.8% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 91.7% 94.7% 100.0

Have taken drama or

Iltet-ture courses prior

to Classic Theatre 20.0% 11.1; 12.5% 13.6% 20.0% 29.2% 21.1% 50.0%

Would take another TV

course 90.0% 88.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100 0% 91.7% 73.7% 92.9%


